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ABSTRACT
The Great Smoky fault is a major Alleghanian thrust fault in the southern Appalachians
that separates the highly deformed and metamorphosed Blue Ridge to the east from the less
deformed and unmetamorphosed Valley and Ridge to the west. The trace of the frontal Blue
Ridge, as defined by the Great Smoky fault, displays a change in strike from ~010° to ~045° in
or near the Parksville 7.5-minute quadrangle in southeastern Tennessee. This change in strike
defines the southern arc of the Tennessee salient, which is a convex-to-the-foreland curve in the
structural front of the southern Appalachians. Along the Great Smoky fault in the Parksville
quadrangle are two large horses of Lower Cambrian Chilhowee Group rocks that could have
affected the emplacement of the Great Smoky thrust sheet and caused the change in strike.
Detailed geologic mapping of the Parksville quadrangle has shown that the northernmost horse is
comprised of a section of Nebo Sandstone thrust over a section of Cochran Formation along a
previously unmapped fault, with the intervening Nichols Shale removed. The southernmost horse
is comprised of Cochran Formation and displays pervasive tectonic quartz veining. Analysis of
hand samples and thin sections suggest that the horses were subjected to relatively lowtemperature deformational conditions between approximately 300-400°C. Intense brittle and
semi-ductile to ductile deformation occurs within the immediate vicinity of the Great Smoky
fault zone but is not seen elsewhere in the horses, where primarily brittle deformation is
observed. The lack of penetrative brittle and ductile deformation, the constraints on
deformational temperatures, and the structural orientation of the Chilhowee Group horses
suggests they were derived from the hanging wall of the Great Smoky thrust sheet. The
emplacement of the horses likely did not affect the development of the southern limb of the
Tennessee salient. Numerous horses occur along the Great Smoky fault, but no systematic
v

change in geometry is observed where horses occur. Instead, the curvature of the Tennessee
salient was likely controlled primarily by the irregular shape of the crystalline indenter, which, in
the southern Appalachians, was the Blue Ridge-Piedmont megathrust sheet.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The Great Smoky fault is the largest Alleghanian thrust fault in the southern
Appalachians that separates the Blue Ridge geologic province to the east from the Valley and
Ridge geologic province to the west, and has some 350-400 km of displacement (Hatcher 1989;
Hatcher and Hooper, 1992; Hatcher et al., 2007a, 2007b). The Great Smoky fault trace is the
westernmost limit of the Blue Ridge-Piedmont megathrust sheet. It provides valuable insight into
the behavior of this and other crystalline thrust sheets during and after emplacement. The frontal
Blue Ridge, defined by the Great Smoky fault, displays a noticeable south-to-north change in
strike from roughly ~010° to ~045° near the Tennessee-Georgia border (Fig. 1-1). Specifically,
this change in strike occurs within or very near the Parksville 7.5-minute quadrangle, located in
Bradley and Polk Counties in southeastern Tennessee.
Along the Great Smoky fault in the Parksville quadrangle lie two large horses (also
known as fault slices) of Lower Cambrian Chilhowee Group rocks (Fig. 1-2). A horse is a
structurally (and often stratigraphically) out-of-sequence mass of rock that is bound on all sides
by faults and is typically composed of competent rocks (Helton, 1979; Boyer and Elliott, 1982;
Butler, 1982; Duddy, 1986; Hatcher, 1995). Horses can be derived from either the footwall or the
hanging wall of a thrust fault and are frequently found along major thrusts. As the horses are
transported with the overriding thrust sheet, they may become rotated, folded, faulted, fractured,
and even penetratively deformed. Horses remain an integral part of the thrust sheet and may
serve as asperities that inhibit motion of the overriding plate. The horses along the Great Smoky
fault in the Parksville quadrangle are intermediate in age between the older Neoproterozoic rocks
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Figure 1-1. Shaded relief map showing the physiographic subdivisions in the southern
Appalachians, with the Parksville 7.5-minute quadrangle in red. Figure by Andrew L.
Wunderlich.
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t
Figure 1-2. Simplified tectonic map, tectonic map index, and geologic map for part of the southern Appalachians. (A) Alleghanian
faults (red) in the southern Appalachian foreland fold-thrust belt (tan) and in the Blue Ridge (lavender). Older faults shown in
black. Yellow indicates the generalized distribution of Lower Cambrian Chilhowee Group rocks along the frontal Blue Ridge. Note
the location of the Parksville 7.5-minute quadrangle. Modified from Hatcher et al. (2007b). (B) Simplified tectonic map index
showing the broader regional tectonic setting. Modified from Hatcher (1999). (C) Simplified geologic map of the Blue Ridge and
Valley and Ridge near the Parksville 7.5-minute quadrangle (outlined in red box). Note the locations of horses of Chilhowee Group
rocks along the Great Smoky fault. Simplified from Hardeman (1966) and Thigpen and Hatcher (2009).
3

in the hanging wall and the younger Upper Cambrian to Ordovician rocks in the footwall. The
Chilhowee Group horses in the Parksville quadrangle are located at roughly the same location
that the change in strike of the frontal Blue Ridge occurs.
Knowledge of the bedrock of this area is extensive (King et al., 1958; Swingle, 1959;
Salisbury, 1961; King, 1964; Hardeman, 1966; Sutton, 1971; Lemiszki and Kohl, 2007), but
knowledge of the details of the nature, distribution, thickness, and structural history of the rocks
is limited. The Parksville quadrangle was mapped in reconnaissance by Sutton (1971) to explore
questions relating to the nature of metamorphism on either side of the Great Smoky fault, but
many of the most important geologic relationships—including the structure, lithology, and
orientation of the Chilhowee Group horses, as well as the nature and extent of their internal
deformation and their relationships to the rocks on either side—were not addressed.

Purpose of This Study
The focus of this study is to build upon the work of Sutton (1971) and others (e.g.,
Rackley, 1951; Phillips, 1952; Lemiszki and Kohl, 2007) in and near the Parksville quadrangle
to better understand the nature of the Chilhowee Group horses—their extent, the degree and style
of deformation, and their specific lithology—as well as their relationships to the surrounding
rocks. Clarifying the remaining questions regarding the mechanics of emplacement of the horses
may elucidate the behavior of the overriding Blue Ridge-Piedmont sheet during and immediately
after their emplacement and provide a potential explanation for the change in strike of the thrust
sheet. The nature of the Tennessee salient in southeastern Tennessee and the possible controls on
its geometry has also been considered.
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A primary goal of this study was to produce a professional quality, detailed, 1:24,000scale geologic map of the Parksville quadrangle (Plate 1), which had not previously been done,
in order to fill a gap in geologic mapping in southeastern Tennessee and provide a better
understanding of the structure and lithology of the quadrangle and, specifically, the contrasts and
relationships between the western Blue Ridge and adjacent Valley and Ridge structure. To this
end, funding was provided by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) EDMAP Program
under grant number G16AC00138, with the final product—the map and an accompanying
report—provided to both the USGS and the Tennessee Geological Survey (TGS). The map,
along with the data gathered to produce it, may be subsequently utilized for groundwater
assessment, mineral resource assessment, slope stability analysis, and land development, among
other uses.

Location and Description of Study Area
The Parksville 7.5-minute quadrangle covers an area of ~170 km2 (66 mi2) in
southeastern Tennessee along the boundary between the Appalachian Valley and Ridge foreland
fold-thrust belt to the west and the Blue Ridge geologic province to the east (Fig. 1-1). It is
located ~150 km (90 mi) south of Knoxville, Tennessee, and ~80 km (50 mi) east of
Chattanooga, Tennessee, within Bradley and Polk Counties. Cleveland, Tennessee, is located
immediately to the west of the Parksville quadrangle. The southern boundary of the Parksville
quadrangle is approximately 1.5 km (1 mi) north of the Tennessee-Georgia border, and the
eastern boundary of the quadrangle is approximately 27 km (17 mi) west of the Tennessee-North
Carolina border.
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The western half of the study area, located within the Valley and Ridge province, is
predominantly rural, with significant agricultural activity, and contains only the small,
unincorporated communities of Ocoee, Old Fort, and Conasauga, Tennessee. This portion of the
study area has ready access with either paved or gravel roads, which permits relatively easy
access to a majority of the limited number of outcrops in this portion of the study area (although
nearly all the land is privately owned and requires permission to traverse). The only exception to
this is the central structure, consisting of two mostly parallel ridges, known locally as Sand
Mountain. The Sand Mountain ridges have only a few paved or gravel roads that cut across them
and were traversed at length by foot (Plate 1).
The eastern, Blue Ridge portion of the quadrangle consists almost entirely of the
Cherokee National Forest and includes Little Mountain (locally referred to as Prince Knob as
well as on older topographic maps), Sugarloaf Mountain, and Parksville Reservoir (also known
as Lake Ocoee). The Blue Ridge / Cherokee National Forest portion of the quadrangle is heavily
forested and accessed almost exclusively by gravel or dirt roads or footpaths maintained (some
of them less “maintained” than others) by the U.S. Forest Service. The exposures in this half of
the quadrangle are exceptional, but many of them—including those on the Chilhowee Group
horses—can only be accessed by lengthy foot traverses over hilly, uneven, and often
treacherously steep terrain.
The Parksville quadrangle has moderate relief, ranging from ~140 m (450 ft) to ~480 m
(1600 ft), with the most prominent topographic features being the two ridges that compose Sand
Mountain in the western, Valley and Ridge portion of the quadrangle, and Little and Sugarloaf
Mountains in the eastern, Blue Ridge portion of the quadrangle. Little and Sugarloaf Mountains
together comprise one of the Chilhowee Group horses of interest in the study area. Rising
6

impressively—perhaps even menacingly—behind Little Mountain to the northeast is Bean
Mountain. Bean Mountain is not located within the Parksville quadrangle, although a small
portion of its lower western and southern slopes can be found within the northeasternmost corner
of the study area and provide the highest (and steepest) topography in the quadrangle. Bean
Mountain, like Little and Sugarloaf Mountains, is composed of Chilhowee Group sandstones,
shales, and conglomerates, although, unlike Little and Sugarloaf Mountains, it includes a
synclinally preserved section of the Chilhowee Group (excluding the Hesse Sandstone) and lies
conformably on the underlying Walden Creek Group (Sandsuck Formation) rocks rather than
being separated by faulting (Rackley, 1951; King, 1964; Sutton, 1971; Southworth and
Aleinikoff, 2007; Smoot and Southworth, 2014). Previous work conducted by Rackley (1951)
provided background information on Bean Mountain as well as a brief analysis of Little and
Sugarloaf Mountains.
Located between Little Mountain and Sugarloaf Mountain is the Ocoee No. 1 Dam, the
first of three Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) hydroelectric dams on the Ocoee River. The
dam was built in the early 1900s by the Eastern Tennessee Power Company and was responsible
for creating the Parksville Reservoir, also known as Parksville Lake or Lake Ocoee. The dam
was one of the earliest hydroelectric projects in the region, and it was acquired by TVA in 1939
(https://www.tva.gov/Energy/Our-Power-System/Hydroelectric/Ocoee-No-1-ParksvilleReservoir). Ocoee No. 1 was built along the trace of the Great Smoky fault, and as part of its
maintenance numerous rock cores were drilled into the fault zone, which fortuitously provide an
unparalleled opportunity to study the deformation immediately along the fault in close detail
(discussed at length in Chapter 4).
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Methodology
Detailed geologic mapping of the Parksville 7.5-minute quadrangle was conducted over
two field seasons during the spring, summer, and fall of 2016 and the spring and summer of
2017. Traditional geologic tools (e.g., a Brunton compass, hand lens, rock hammer, etc.) were
used to gather all relevant lithologic and structural data from bedrock outcrops or surficial “float”
(out-of-place cobbles or boulders spatially related to the underlying bedrock). Data were
recorded in two ways: first, the basic data—station number, lithology, and any structural
measurements (strike and dip / trend and plunge)—were written in a field notebook; and second,
more exhaustive data—station number, lithology, and structural measurements as well as
geographic coordinates, digital photographs, and additional notes—were recorded on a digital,
georeferenced topographic map of the quadrangle in an iPad with built-in GPS using the
FieldMove application by Midland Valley™. This permitted the data to be downloaded directly
into the ESRI ArcMap / ArcGIS™ software suite for additional analysis and to be used through
the ArcMap interface to create a digital, 1:24,000-scale geologic map. The map created in
ArcMap was then exported to and edited with Adobe Illustrator™ software and submitted to the
USGS as a PDF. A total of 286 structural data stations were collected during my field study, and
260 structural measurements were compiled from the map created by Sutton (1971).

Regional Tectonic Setting
The Parksville quadrangle is located along the contact between the frontal Blue Ridge
and the Valley and Ridge in the southern Appalachians. The southern Appalachians are a curved,
primarily thrust-dominated orogen displaying an arc of approximately 30°, convex toward the
craton, from northern Georgia to southwestern Virginia (Hatcher et al., 2007b) (Fig. 1-3). This
8

Figure 1-3. Tectonic map of the southern and central Appalachians (southern Appalachians outlined in red box) showing the
locations of salients (i.e., curves convex to the foreland) and recesses (i.e., curves concave to the foreland) along strike. Colors
represent distinct, mappable tectonic units. Modified from Hatcher et al. (2007b).
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shape was strongly influenced by the outline of the Laurentian rifted margin, which formed
during the breakup of the supercontinent Rodinia that began around 750 Ma (Thomas, 1991,
2004, 2006; Hatcher et al., 2007a, 2007b; Hatcher, 2010). Rifting during this time formed an
irregular continental margin composed of a series of promontories and embayments (Fig. 1-4),
which, in turn, strongly influenced depositional styles along the margin, with promontories
receiving very little rift sedimentation and embayments receiving sedimentation up to 15 km (9
mi) thick (Thomas, 2006; Hatcher et al., 2007b; Hatcher, 2010).
The Ocoee Supergroup was deposited mostly in the embayments during the Late
Neoproterozoic along the rifted margin of Laurentia (Thigpen et al., 2016). Following this,
during the rift-to-drift transition, the Lower Cambrian Chilhowee Group was deposited atop the
Ocoee Supergroup along the Laurentian continental margin (Hatcher et al., 2007b). The
Chilhowee Group consists of upward-maturing sandstone and shale units that become calcareous
in the uppermost Chilhowee and then grade into the Shady Dolomite, which marks the first
carbonate bank assemblage in eastern North America (with equivalents in the west). Carbonate
deposition, with pulses of clastic sedimentation from the erosion of the Grenville mountains,
continued across the margin and transgressed cratonward from the Late Cambrian through the
Early Ordovician (Hatcher, 2010). During the collision of North America with Africa during the
Alleghanian (Carboniferous-Permian) orogeny, major thrust faults propagated further cratonward
into the thick clastic sediments preserved in the embayments than in the thin clastic and
carbonate deposits found on the promontories (Thomas, 1991; Macedo and Marshak, 1999;
Hatcher et al., 2007b). The outline of the southern and central Appalachians on the broadest scale
appears to have been strongly influenced by this “tectonic inheritance” (Thomas, 2006).
The Blue Ridge-Piedmont crystalline thrust sheet was the indenter that produced the
10

Figure 1-4. Outline of embayments and promontories along the Laurentian continental
margin (in green) created during the breakup of Rodinia and the opening of the Iapetus ocean.
Colors correspond to tectonically distinct provinces of the North American craton: purple =
Superior; light brown = Keweenawan; dark brown = Penokean; orange = Central Plains;
yellow = Granite-Rhyolite; light pink = Grenville foreland; dark pink east of thick pink line =
Grenville; and green lines correspond to rift and transform faults created during the opening
of the Iapetus ocean. Modified from Thomas (2006).
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foreland fold-thrust belt during the Alleghanian orogeny (Hatcher et al., 2007b; Hatcher, 2010).
The master décollement of this sheet likely propagated along the ductile-brittle transition within
Paleozoic crust that had been previously deformed and metamorphosed during the Taconic
orogeny (Hatcher, 2004; Hatcher et al., 2007b). This detachment propagated upward into
weaker, unmetamorphosed Neoproterozoic and Lower Cambrian clastic units (Sandsuck
Formation and Chilhowee Group), and then propagated through a Lower Cambrian clasticevaporite succession (Rome Formation) atop Grenvillian basement. The thick, previously
deformed and metamorphosed sediments in the Tennessee embayment along the Laurentian
margin (Ocoee Supergroup) likely permitted further cratonward propagation of the Blue RidgePiedmont master décollement than did the thinner sediments on the Alabama promontory to the
south or the Virginia promontory to the north. This is reflected in the general outline of the
frontal Blue Ridge, which is concave cratonward in northern Georgia and Alabama (Alabama
recess) and southwestern Virginia (Virginia recess) and convex cratonward in eastern Tennessee
(Tennessee salient) (Thomas, 2006; Hatcher et al., 2007b) (Fig. 1-3). Numerous controls on
curvature within orogenic belts have been proposed, however, and other mechanisms may be
responsible for the formation and geometry of the Tennessee salient (e.g., Mitra, 1997; Macedo
and Marshak, 1999; Marshak, 2004; Whisner, 2010).

Previous Work
As part of his doctoral dissertation at the University of Tennessee, Thomas C. Sutton
(1971) conducted research in the Parksville quadrangle in the late 1960s and early 1970s. The
primary focus of Sutton’s work was to investigate the nature of the boundary separating the
Valley and Ridge from the Blue Ridge (i.e., the Great Smoky fault), determine the relationships
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between the Great Smoky fault and the adjacent structural features, explore any relationships
between these structures and metamorphic trends, and to identify any broader relationships
between the metamorphism in the Blue Ridge and Valley and Ridge provinces. Sutton mapped
the Parksville quadrangle in reconnaissance, gathering data in areas easily accessible on foot and
close to major roadways or immediately along the main forest roads. Sutton was not primarily
interested in the structure of the Parksville quadrangle, however, and the amount and location of
data gathered during his mapping efforts prevent his map from being considered sufficiently
detailed. Some areas integral to understanding the structural history of the Parksville quadrangle,
including Little and Sugarloaf Mountains (which, together, comprise the northern Chilhowee
Group horse) and the southern Chilhowee Group horse, were mapped entirely from trends in
topography or roadside reconnaissance.
As part of the primary focus of his research, Sutton utilized a method involving illite
crystallinity to more precisely measure minor increases in the intensity of metamorphism east of
the Great Smoky fault in the rocks of the Blue Ridge and, if possible, map metamorphic isograds
based on these incremental changes. These metamorphic isograds could then be used to locate
structural features, such as faults, that are not otherwise topographically or lithologically
expressed. The metamorphic isograds might also have been used to relatively date tectonic
events in the Parksville quadrangle, with events occurring after metamorphism indicated by
displaced isograds, and events occurring prior to metamorphism indicated by structural features,
such as faults, that do not displace isograds.
No rocks in the Blue Ridge part of the Parksville quadrangle reached biotite grade, and
others have not even reached chlorite-grade metamorphism, so traditional phase analysis did not
provide the level of precision necessary to differentiate between such minor variations in
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metamorphic grade. To quantify the degree of metamorphism in such low-grade rocks, Sutton
relied upon the x-ray diffraction patterns of illite and muscovite found in ~100 samples taken
from the Blue Ridge east of the Great Smoky fault, with different diffraction patterns or “peaks,”
or the ratios between those peaks, being diagnostic of different polymorphs (1M or 2M) of
muscovite. The primary peaks of interest were the (112)1M and the (025)2M, whose peak
intensities could be compared as a ratio. The changes in the ratio of I025/I112 among samples taken
along a given geographic direction could indicate whether the metamorphic grade is increasing
(marked by an increase in the I025/I112 ratio) or decreasing (marked by a decrease in the ratio),
regardless of whether changes in mineralogy, lithology, or structure are present at the outcrop,
hand sample, or even microscope scale.
Sutton created an isograd map based upon the I025/I112 ratios and divided the quadrangle
east of the Great Smoky fault into five different areas representing five relatively distinct trends
in metamorphism, all within the chlorite zone. Sutton listed this map as Plate III of his
dissertation, with Plate I being his completed geologic map of the Parksville quadrangle and
Plate II being a selection of 2-D cross sections through the map. Unfortunately, no digital copy
of the isograd map (Sutton’s Plate III) exists, and no paper copy was included in the University’s
copy of the dissertation, although both Plate I and Plate II were included. Because of this,
Sutton’s description of his Plate III—found on pages 73-75 of his dissertation—is the only
reference available.
Sutton noted that the ratios generally increase toward the southeast corner of the
quadrangle, although these (pseudo)metamorphic isograds do not parallel the Great Smoky fault,
which suggests the metamorphism in the quadrangle is Taconic rather than Alleghanian. He also
noted that the boundary between some areas correspond roughly to changes in general lithology
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(such as transitioning from interbedded coarse- and fine-grained rocks to exclusively finegrained rocks), although other boundaries do not seem to correspond to changes in lithology and
may instead be the result of what he called “structural hiatuses” (e.g., the axis of an overturned
isoclinal syncline, a minor thrust fault, etc.). Without access to Sutton’s isograd map, it is
difficult to directly correlate his metamorphic data with broader structural trends and assess the
accuracy or relevance of his findings. Sutton recognized that his methods were far from
perfected and may be substantially affected by variations in the bulk chemical compositions of
the rocks.
Sutton conducted additional work on the petrology of the Wilhite Formation in the
Parksville quadrangle. He found that the rocks, despite their low metamorphic grade, were likely
in equilibrium. A maximum of 19 possible mineral assemblages could be present, although most
were minor variations in a basic assemblage of quartz, muscovite, and chlorite. The bulk
chemical composition of the rocks studied was essentially constant, and they displayed a high
molar percent of iron (Fe) and aluminum (Al) relative to sodium (Na) and potassium (K) as well
as a molar ratio of iron oxide (FeO) to magnesium oxide (MgO) roughly equal to one. Sutton
plotted these assemblages onto A-N-K, A-C-F(M), and A-K-F(M) phase diagrams. Evidence for
equilibrium includes the fact that the mineral assemblages of the rocks studied in the Wilhite
Formation adhered to the “Gibbs phase rule,” such that the degrees of freedom present in the
system equaled the number of physical variables (pressure and temperature) and compositional
variables minus the number of “restraining conditions” on the system. Further evidence for
equilibrium is found in the textural relationships of the rocks studied. The presence of
porphyroblastic textures in several of Sutton’s samples is evidence of recrystallization, and the
irregular grain boundaries of the micaceous minerals also strongly suggested growth in situ
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rather than being derived from a detrital source. Additionally, no microcline was observed in
assemblages containing paragonite and vice versa.
Sutton (1971) recognized the need for much more detailed geologic mapping in the
quadrangle, especially east of the Great Smoky fault, to resolve the structural questions related to
the deformational and metamorphic history of the region. Additional refinements to his method
of comparing metamorphic intensity within low-grade metamorphic rocks could also provide
additional insight, especially if the effects of variations in bulk chemical composition could be
accounted for and removed. In the broadest sense, Sutton considered his greatest contributions to
be the definitive determination of the boundary between the Valley and Ridge and Blue Ridge
geologic provinces as a thrust fault, as well as the recognition of low-grade metamorphism and
slaty cleavage within the Blue Ridge contrasted with the absence of any meaningful
metamorphism in the Valley and Ridge. Although the structure of the Parksville quadrangle was
only tangentially related to his research, Sutton’s mapping efforts laid a firm foundation for
further structural research and provided substantial guidance for the current study and map.
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CHAPTER 2
STRATIGRAPHY
Introduction
The bedrock geology of the Parksville quadrangle consists of two major suites of rocks:
an older suite east of the Great Smoky fault, and a younger suite west of the Great Smoky fault
(Fig. 2-1). A full stratigraphic column would include, from oldest to youngest, the
Neoproterozoic-Lower Cambrian (?) Wilhite and Sandsuck Formations (which are the youngest
members of the Walden Creek Group in the Ocoee Supergroup); these are overlain conformably
by Chilhowee Group sandstones and shales (Cochran Formation, Nichols Shale, Nebo
Sandstone, Murray Shale, and Hesse Sandstone), which are in turn overlain by the Lower
Cambrian Shady Dolomite and Rome Formation that comprise the youngest rocks in the frontal
Great Smoky thrust sheet (King et al., 1958; King, 1964; Thigpen and Hatcher, 2009; Thigpen et
al., 2016) (Fig. 2-2). The Shady Dolomite and Rome Formation are not exposed at the present
level of erosion in either of the two assemblages mapped in the Parksville quadrangle. On top of
this sequence are the Middle-Upper Cambrian Conasauga Group and the Upper Cambrian-Lower
Ordovician Knox Group, which is overlain disconformably by the Middle Ordovician
Chickamauga Group (Swingle, 1959; Hardeman, 1966; Sutton, 1971; Shanmugam and Walker,
1980). Atop these bedrock units lies more recent Paleogene-Quaternary stream sediments from
the Ocoee River drainage, primarily consisting of depositional alluvial terraces with minor
colluvium, as well as colluvium and landslide deposits overlying the Chilhowee Group rocks
along the slopes of Little, Sugarloaf, and Bean Mountains.
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Figure 2-1. Idealized stratigraphic columns representing the hanging wall (Blue Ridge, right) and the footwall (Valley and Ridge,
left) of the Great Smoky fault, with a horse of Chilhowee Group rocks shown diagrammatically between. Note: the lithology of the
Chilhowee Group horse shown here is not representative of the actual lithology of the horses in the Parksville quadrangle. Figure
by Robert D. Hatcher, Jr.
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Figure 2-2. A simplified restored stratigraphic section through the Tennessee segment of the southern Appalachian foreland foldthrust belt. Structural-lithic units are defined by changes in the lithology of the depositional sequence, and the dip section shows the
location of future detachment zones (red arrows indicate the units in which regional detachments propagated). Modified from
Hatcher et al. (2007b).
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Walden Creek Group
The Walden Creek Group was named by King et al. (1958) after an exposure along
Walden Creek, which is a tributary of the Little Pigeon River in the northern foothills of the
Great Smoky Mountains in Sevier County, Tennessee, immediately west of Pigeon Forge. The
Walden Creek Group is the youngest succession of what is now called the Ocoee Supergroup. It
is composed of shales and siltstones with significant but discontinuous beds to thin sequences of
sandstone and conglomerate with thin limestone, dolomite, and quartzite (King et al., 1958;
Sutton, 1971; Thigpen, 2005; Thigpen et al., 2016). In its type area, the Walden Creek Group
corresponds roughly to Keith’s (1895a) Wilhite Slate, Citico Conglomerate, and Pigeon Slate,
and, later, to the Hiwassee Slate (Keith, 1904), although King and others (1958) and King (1964)
abandoned the terms Citico, Pigeon, and Hiwassee because of inconsistent usages or lack of
clearly defined lithologies.
King et al. (1958) and Hamilton (1961) defined the full sequence of the Walden Creek
Group from exposures in the Richardson Cove and Jones Cove quadrangles. This sequence
includes four formations, in ascending order: the Licklog, Shields, Wilhite, and Sandsuck
Formations. Beyond these quadrangles, however, only the upper two formations are recognized
nearby, but the Licklog and Shields are still used for rock units in the Ocoee Supergroup (King,
1964; Neuman and Nelson, 1965; Sutton, 1971; Southworth et al., 2012). The Parksville
quadrangle has partial sequences of both the Wilhite and Sandsuck, although their relationships
to one another are complicated by faulting.
The age of the Ocoee Supergroup, including the Walden Creek Group, has been
vigorously debated since it was first described (Safford, 1856; King, 1964; Unrug and Unrug,
1990; Unrug et al., 1991; Carter, 1994; Unrug et al., 2000; Thigpen, 2005; Southworth et al.,
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2012; Thigpen et al., 2016). The most recent and most comprehensive research (Thigpen et al.,
2016) suggests a Late Neoproterozoic (~550 Ma) depositional age for the Walden Creek Group.

Wilhite Formation
The Wilhite Formation was named by King et al. (1958) for Wilhite Creek in the
Richardson Cove and Jones Cove quadrangles (Hamilton, 1961), which was an adaptation of
Keith’s (1895a) “Wilhite Slate,” although the interpretation of its stratigraphic and structural
relationships were markedly different. In the type area, the Wilhite Formation is underlain by the
generally coarse-grained Shields Formation and overlain by Sandsuck Formation siltstone,
limestone, and sandstone. It was divided in its type area by King et al. (1958) and Hamilton
(1961) into upper and lower members, with the upper member (Yellow Breeches Member)
consisting of dirty to conglomeratic limestone interbedded with sandy shale and siltstone, and the
lower member (Dixon Mountain Member) consisting of calcareous, often laminated siltstone and
metasiltstone with interbedded calcareous to feldspathic sandstone (Hamilton, 1961; Sutton,
1971; Southworth et al., 2012; Thigpen et al., 2016). The Wilhite Formation displays weak to
strong axial-planar cleavage and has undergone chlorite-grade metamorphism (King, 1964;
Neuman and Nelson, 1965; Sutton, 1971). The deformation and metamorphism that formed the
slaty cleavage and associated folds originally occurred during the Taconic (Ordovician) orogeny
(Thigpen et al., 2016), although it may have been weakly metamorphosed again during the
Alleghanian orogeny, and was finally transported cratonward (northwestward) during the
Alleghanian (Permian) orogeny as part of the Blue Ridge-Piedmont megathrust sheet (Thigpen,
2005; Hatcher, 2010).
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In the Parksville quadrangle, the Wilhite Formation consists predominantly of fine, often
laminated slate and metasiltstone (turbidites) with interbedded calcareous, feldspathic sandstone.
The laminations, which are very common among the fine-grained shale and metasiltstone, are
generally repeated over small intervals of a few millimeters to one to two centimeters (Fig. 2-3).
Slaty cleavage, parallel to bedding only in the limbs of folds, is penetrative throughout the finergrained rocks of the Wilhite Formation. The Wilhite Formation occurs in the southeastern
quarter of the quadrangle and dominates the majority of the Blue Ridge portion of the study area.
The fine-grained rocks of the Wilhite Formation range when weathered from a light beige to a
grayish-green to olive green, and weather into thin chips or slabs. Bedding can be difficult to
determine in outcrops where bedding laminations are scarce and grain size is uniform.

Sandsuck Formation
The Sandsuck Formation was originally named the “Sandsuck Shale” by Keith (1895a)
after the Sandsuck Branch to the southeast of Chilhowee Mountain, although it was redefined by
Hamilton (1961) and King (1964) to better clarify its relationships to the overlying Chilhowee
Group (Sutton, 1971). The Sandsuck Formation in its type area consists of laminated siltstone
and silty shale interbedded with feldspathic sandstone, conglomerate, and minor carbonate
(King, 1964; Neuman and Nelson, 1965; Sutton, 1971; Carter, 1994; Southworth et al., 2012).
The siltstone and shale of the Sandsuck are light gray to grayish-green or brown, but weather to
tannish- to reddish-brown and form small chips or oblong fragments (“pencils”) parallel to
bedding (Hamilton, 1961; King, 1964). Faint slaty cleavage can be observed in some, but not all,
of the siltstone and shale.
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Figure 2-3. Fine turbidite laminations repeated over small intervals of millimeters to
centimeters in an outcrop of Wilhite slate. The dimensions of the orange field notebook are
7.5” x 4.75”.
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The Sandsuck Formation occurs in the northeastern portion of the Parksville quadrangle,
primarily along or adjacent to Lake Ocoee. The dominant lithology consists of rusty, strongly
fissile, reddish-tan siltstone and shale with lenses of feldspathic sandstone and conglomerate.
There is a thin bed of dark gray limestone partially traceable along the lower slopes of Bean
Mountain in the extreme northeast corner of the map and is exposed along U.S. Highway 64. It is
heavily veined with calcite-filled fractures. The Sandsuck, like the Wilhite, is tightly folded and
contains numerous mesoscopic faults. The fine-grained rocks of the Sandsuck Formation
exposed in the Parksville quadrangle display no slaty cleavage except in a few exposures along
Lake Ocoee immediately to the east of Sugarloaf Mountain, where it displays only faint slaty
cleavage. The fissility of the fine-grained rocks appears to be parallel to bedding, as does the
orientation of micas (Sutton, 1971).
The relationship between the Sandsuck Formation and the basal Chilhowee Group
(Cochran Formation) is only slightly less controversial than that between the Sandsuck and the
Wilhite. The Cochran Formation overlies the Sandsuck in numerous locations throughout the
southern Appalachians (Carter, 1994). King (1964) suggested that the contact between the
Cochran Formation and the Sandsuck along the northwestern slopes of Chilhowee Mountain is
unconformable because of the truncation of Sandsuck bedding by the lowermost Cochran
Formation. Smoot and Southworth (2014) also argued that the contact between the Sandsuck and
the Cochran is unconformable. Many other studies, however (Rackley, 1951; Phillips, 1952;
Hamilton, 1961; Neuman and Nelson, 1965; Keller, 1980; Carter, 1994), have documented a
conformable contact between the uppermost Sandsuck and lowermost Cochran. The contact
along the slopes of Bean Mountain in the extreme northeastern corner of the Parksville
quadrangle was recognized as conformable by Rackley (1951), with a transitional zone of
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roughly 100 ft (30 m) confirmed by Sutton (1971). Nevertheless, the entire Ocoee Supergroup
pinches out between the Great Smoky Mountains National Park and Johnson City, Tennessee,
with Chilhowee Group rocks resting directly on Grenville basement near Johnson City (King and
Ferguson, 1960; Hatcher et al., 2007b, their Figure 6).

Chilhowee Group
The Chilhowee Group, based on Safford’s (1856; 1869) “Chilhowee sandstone,” is
named after Chilhowee Mountain (including Bean and Starr Mountains), the prominent ridge in
Blount and Sevier Counties, Tennessee, that separates the foothills of the Great Smoky
Mountains from the Appalachian Valley and Ridge (King, 1964; Neuman and Nelson, 1965;
Sutton, 1971). Keith (1895a, 1905) divided the “Chilhowee sandstone” on Chilhowee Mountain
into six separate formations: the Cochran, Nichols, Nebo, Murray, and Hesse formations, plus
the Sandsuck—now the uppermost member of the underlying Walden Creek Group—included as
the basal unit of the Chilhowee beneath the Cochran. Later work (Stose and Stose, 1944;
Rackley, 1951; King and Ferguson, 1960; Hamilton, 1961; King, 1964; Neuman and Nelson,
1965; Simpson and Sundberg, 1987) clarified the stratigraphic relationship between the
Sandsuck and the Cochran, with the Cochran being the base of the Chilhowee Group as well as
the base of the Cambrian. Some recent work (e.g., Smoot and Southworth, 2014) placed the
lowest sections of the basal Chilhowee unit (the Cochran Formation) into the Upper
Neoproterozoic, although the prevailing view of work in the region still places the base of the
Cambrian at the base of the Chilhowee Group in the southern Appalachians.
The Chilhowee Group consists of interbedded feldspathic conglomerate, arkose
sandstone to quartz arenite, and silty shale (King, 1964; Cudzil and Driese, 1987; Walker, 1990).
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It varies substantially in thickness along strike, ranging from 1,300 ft (400 m) to a maximum of
7,500 ft (2,300 m) in the southern Appalachians (King and Ferguson, 1960; King, 1964; Walker
and Driese, 1991). The Chilhowee Group represents a transgressive succession of fluvial-tomarine, late synrift clastic sediments deposited during the opening of the Iapetus ocean (Cudzil
and Driese., 1987; Walker, 1990; Walker and Driese, 1991; Smoot and Southworth, 2014). It is
one of the most widespread units in the U.S. Appalachians and has been recognized from
Alabama to Pennsylvania (King, 1949; Mack, 1980; Southworth et al., 2012) and into Vermont
(Walker, 1990; Carter, 1994; Hatcher, 2010).
Because the horses of Chilhowee Group in the Parksville quadrangle were not previously
mapped in detail, they were originally classified as undivided Chilhowee (Rackley, 1951; Sutton,
1971), although Rodgers (1953) subdivided the horse southwest of Parksville Dam. A full
description of each of the formations within the Chilhowee Group is provided below, but the
specific classification of the horses will be discussed in Chapter 4. The two horses and the
southwesternmost slopes of Bean Mountain comprise the only occurrences of Chilhowee Group
in the Parksville quadrangle.

Cochran Formation
The Cochran Formation (often referred to interchangeably as the Cochran Conglomerate)
was named by Keith (1895a) after exposures on Chilhowee Mountain near Cochran Creek (King,
1949; Rackley, 1951). It is the basal unit of the Chilhowee Group, where it conformably overlies
the Sandsuck Formation in the Parksville quadrangle along the slopes of Bean Mountain
(Rackley, 1951; Sutton, 1971). The conglomerate from which the formation derives its name
occurs primarily in the lower parts of the unit. The conglomerate contains clasts, predominantly
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quartz, ranging in size from 2 to 5 mm, with rare occurrences of pebbles up to 10 mm in
diameter (Rackley, 1951; Phillips, 1952). Roughly 90 percent of the conglomerate is quartz, with
the remaining 10 percent being mostly feldspar, and the rocks are a grayish-beige in color when
fresh. Cross bedding on the scale of one to two feet (0.3-0.6 m) is common in this section. Above
the conglomeratic interval lies a coarse- to medium-grained, thin- to medium-bedded, gray to
light pinkish-beige feldspathic sandstone with very thin layers or “drapes” of interbedded silt.
Rackley (1951) noted a “sugary,” granulated texture in weathered sandstones of the middle to
upper sections of the Cochran Formation. This section is more feldspathic than the lower section,
although beds of nearly pure quartz sandstone are present. The uppermost Cochran consists of an
almost pure quartz, generally medium- to fine-grained, light gray sandstone, which locally
appears visually similar to quartzite. Bedding can be difficult (or locally impossible) to
recognize, and some of the rocks have a vitreous luster. Small beds of feldspathic conglomerate
are interbedded with the quartz sandstone, although the clasts are smaller and less variable in
composition than the conglomerate at the base of the Cochran. Small, reddish-brown to reddishgray concretions of hematite occur within the upper quartz arenite beds, which can be used to
distinguish the uppermost Cochran from the lithologically similar Nebo and Hesse sandstones
higher in the Chilhowee Group (Neuman and Nelson, 1965; Southworth et al., 2012), although
hematite concretions have been reported elsewhere in the Nebo (e.g., Carter, 1994). Above this,
beds of dark shale mark the transition into the conformably overlying Nichols Shale (King, 1964;
Southworth et al., 2012). Thickness of the Cochran Formation ranges from 250 ft (75 m) in
northern Georgia to over 1,200 ft (360 m) along the slopes of Chilhowee Mountain in centraleastern Tennessee (King and Ferguson, 1960; King, 1964; Neuman and Nelson, 1965; Carter,
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1994). Phillips (1952) described a section of what appears to be Cochran Formation nearly 1,500
ft (460 m) thick in the Hiwassee River Gorge in southeastern Tennessee.

Nichols Shale
The Nichols Shale was named by Keith (1895a) for Nichols Branch of Walden Creek in
Sevier County, Tennessee, near the northeastern end of Chilhowee Mountain. It consists of dark
greenish-gray, silty, finely laminated shale with minor interbedded, gray to tan feldspathic
sandstone and gray to dark gray quartz arenite (Rackley, 1951; Phillips, 1952; King, 1964;
Southworth et al., 2012). The bedding surfaces of the shale are commonly coated with large
flakes of detrital mica. King (1964) noted the presence of Skolithos linearis in some of the
sandstone beds, and Neuman and Nelson (1965) interpreted ribbon-like structures in the shale as
trace fossil burrows. The thickness of the Nichols Shale varies from 200 ft (60 m) to nearly 1,000
ft (300 m) across strike (Rackley, 1951; Phillips, 1952; King, 1964; Neuman and Nelson, 1965;
Carter, 1994). The Nichols Shale is overlain conformably the Nebo Sandstone.

Nebo Sandstone
The Nebo Sandstone was named by Keith (1895a) for exposures along the ridge of
Mount Nebo in Blount County in southeastern Tennessee (Rackley, 1951; Phillips, 1952; King,
1964; Neuman and Nelson, 1965). Nebo Sandstone (also referred to as Nebo Quartzite) consists
primarily of thin- to medium-bedded, medium-grained, white and sometimes vitreous quartz
arenite and grayish-beige to light tan sandstone (Rackley, 1951; Phillips, 1952; King, 1964;
Carter, 1994; Southworth et al., 2012). Some beds display cross bedding, while many others
contain Skolithos trace fossils, sometimes locally very abundant, which may represent some of
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the earliest fossils within the southern Appalachians (Neuman and Nelson, 1965; Whisonant,
1974; Carter, 1994). The uppermost Nebo also contains Rusophycus, Cruziana, and
Diplocraterion trace fossils (Walker, 1990). The Nebo, like the Cochran, often forms prominent
ledges and ridges and frequently produces heavy, angular boulders and large cobbles. The
thickness of the Nebo varies from 150 ft (45 m) to 400 ft (120 m) across strike (Neuman and
Nelson, 1965), and may display a slightly greater thickness on Bean Mountain (Rackley, 1951).
The Nebo is overlain sharply and conformably by the Murray Shale.

Murray Shale
The Murray Shale was named by Keith (1895a) for outcrops along Murray Branch, a
tributary of Walden Creek in Sevier County, Tennessee, although the exact location of the type
locality is unclear (Rackley; 1951; Phillips, 1952; King, 1964). The Murray is primarily
greenish-gray to olive shale and siltstone interbedded with fine-grained, feldspathic sandstone.
Some sandstone beds contain glauconite, especially in the upper part of the formation
(Whisonant, 1974; Carter, 1994; Southworth et al., 2012). The Murray Shale ranges in thickness
from 300 ft (90 m) to possibly more than 700 ft (210 m), and it is overlain conformably by the
Hesse Sandstone with a well-defined contact. Walcott (1891) reported trilobite fragments and
other trace fossils from the type locality at Murray Gap; this locality was rediscovered by
Laurence and Palmer (1963), who reported and named the ostracod Indiana tennesseensis.
Walker and Driese (1991) also reported inarticulate brachiopods at this location.
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Hesse Sandstone
The Hesse Sandstone (also referred to as the Hesse Quartzite) was named by Keith
(1895a) for outcrops along Hesse Creek, a tributary of the Little River, in Blount County,
Tennessee (Phillips, 1952; King, 1964; Southworth et al., 2012). The Hesse is mostly mediumto coarse-grained, white, moderately to massively bedded quartz arenite with well-rounded
quartz grains, including isolated quartz grains up to 10 mm in diameter (Neuman and Nelson,
1965). Cross bedding and ripple marks appear in some beds, and Skolithos linearis can be locally
abundant, although the tubes tend to be shorter and occur with less frequency than those in the
Nebo (Neuman and Nelson, 1965; Whisonant, 1974; Southworth et al., 2012). The Hesse varies
in thickness from 200 ft (60 m) to 600 ft (180 m).
An additional unit within the Chilhowee Group, the Helenmode Member, lies near the
top of the Hesse Sandstone in northeastern Tennessee (King, 1964; Neuman and Nelson, 1965;
Carter, 1994; Southworth et al., 2012). This formation is sometimes included as the uppermost
section of the Hesse, but it has not been recognized independently in southeastern Tennessee
(Rackley, 1951; Phillips, 1952; Carter, 1994) and apparently pinches out somewhere between
Chilhowee Mountain in northeastern Tennessee and Bean and Starr Mountains in southeastern
Tennessee. The Helenmode was mapped as a member of the Erwin Formation in northeastern
Tennessee by King and Ferguson (1960). It is a calcareous shale in the uppermost part of the
Erwin, just below the Shady Dolomite. The Shady Dolomite is not exposed in the Parksville
quadrangle.
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Rome Formation
The Lower Cambrian Rome Formation, which lies above the Shady Dolomite, serves as
the basal detachment for the Great Smoky fault (Rodgers, 1953). The Rome Formation is a
clastic-carbonate succession that rests upon Grenville basement in the Valley and Ridge
(Rodgers, 1953; King and Ferguson, 1960; Neuman and Nelson, 1965; Hatcher et al., 2007b).
Neither the Rome Formation nor the Shady Dolomite are exposed in the Parksville quadrangle
(Plate 1).

Conasauga Group
The Conasauga Group was named by Hayes (1891) and Walcott (1891) for exposures of
argillaceous shale with interbedded limestone near the Conasauga River in Whitfield and Murray
Counties, northern Georgia (Rodgers, 1953; Sutton, 1971). The central facies of the Conasauga
Group, in ascending order, consists of the Pumpkin Valley Shale, Rutledge Limestone,
Rogersville Shale, Maryville Limestone, Nolichucky Shale, and Maynardville Limestone
(Rodgers, 1953). The Conasauga Group was deposited during the Middle to Upper Cambrian
along the Laurentian passive margin on a carbonate shelf separated from the mainland by an
intrashelf basin (Glumac, 2011), although Rodgers (1953) placed the base of the Conasauga
Group atop the uppermost sandstone, and not carbonate, beds at the top of the Rome Formation
in East Tennessee. In the Parksville quadrangle, the Conasauga Group is divided into two units,
the Middle and Lower Conasauga, and the overlying Maynardville Limestone. Correlations with
individual members of the Conasauga Group, other than the Maynardville Limestone, could not
be made because of the limited number of exposures and lack of persistent limestone beds.
Except for a small section exposed along the Cloud Branch fault in the northern-central portion
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of the map, the Conasauga Group is exposed only in the far western and northwestern section of
the quadrangle. Sutton (1971) differentiated the thin exposure along the Cloud Branch fault from
the visually similar Athens Shale by its weathering, fissility, and the presence of specific
brachiopod and trilobite (Elrathea) fossils. The contacts for this unit were confirmed in this area,
although no fossils were observed.

Middle and Lower Conasauga Group
The Middle and Lower Conasauga Group consists primarily of interbedded, primarily tan
to olive-tan siltstone and shale with thin beds or discontinuous lenses of argillaceous limestone
(Sutton, 1971). The variability in resistance to weathering between the clastics and the
carbonates of the Middle and Lower Conasauga Group tends to produce distinct topographic
trends along the western edge of the map, with more resistant clastics underlying uneven,
“knobby” topography and the less resistant limestones generally underlying shallow and
relatively flat valleys (Rodgers, 1953; Sutton, 1971). The thickness of this section of Conasauga
Group is difficult to estimate because of the incomplete section and the likelihood of repetition
due to faults that are not observable at the present level of erosion. Swingle (1959), working
immediately to the west of the Parksville quadrangle, estimated the thickness to be ≤ 1,000 ft
(300 m), while Lemiszki and Kohl (2007), working in the Benton quadrangle immediately north
of the Parksville quadrangle, estimated a thickness of around 1,500 ft (450 m) for the Middle and
Lower Conasauga Group.
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Maynardville Limestone
The Maynardville Limestone of the Conasauga Group was named by Oder (1934) for
exposures near Maynardville, Tennessee (Derryberry, 2011). Sutton (1971) described it in the
Parksville quadrangle as a medium-bedded, gray to grayish-brown, micritic to “sucrosic” (i.e.,
recrystallized and coarse-textured) limestone. It weathers to a grayish-blue and sometimes
displays a ribboned appearance due to fine layered clays (Lemiszki and Kohl, 2007; Derryberry,
2011). Very few outcrops of Maynardville Limestone are present in the Parksville quadrangle,
although Sutton (1971) noted an exposure along Little Chestuee Creek in the northwestern
portion of the map. This outcrop was re-confirmed in this study, although the orientation of
bedding could not confidently be determined. An additional exposure was noted near the western
boundary of the map along the border between Bradley and Polk Counties. The thickness of the
Maynardville is estimated to be between 250 to 500 ft (75 to 150 m) (Sutton, 1971; Lemiszki and
Kohl, 2007). The contact between the Maynardville Limestone and the overlying Copper Ridge
Dolomite of the Knox Group appears conformable (Carter, 1994) and is easily inferred by
topography, as the Copper Ridge tends to produce distinctive broad ridges or knobs immediately
adjacent to the shallow valleys underlain by the Maynardville and underlying Conasauga Group
rocks.

Knox Group
The Knox Group was originally named by Safford (1869) for exposures of dolomite,
shale, and sandstone in Knox County, Tennessee, and was later redefined by Smith (1890) and
Keith (1895a) to refer to the dolomite member exclusively (Rodgers, 1953; Sutton, 1971). The
carbonates of the Knox Group are Late Cambrian to Early Ordovician age. The Knox Group in
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this region consists of all strata above the Maynardville Limestone (uppermost Conasauga
Group) and below the Middle Ordovician unconformity (Bultman, 2005), and it contains, in
ascending order, the Copper Ridge Dolomite, Chepultepec Dolomite, Longview Dolomite,
Kingsport Formation, and Mascot Dolomite. Due to the limited number of outcrops and lack of
persistent bedding, Sutton (1971) divided the Knox Group in the Parksville quadrangle into three
units: Copper Ridge Dolomite, Middle Knox Group (combining the Chepultepec Dolomite and
Longview Dolomite), and Upper Knox Group (combining the Kingsport Formation and Mascot
[Newala] Dolomite). I have used the same classification scheme. The Knox Group underlies an
outcrop belt roughly 1.5 mi (2.4 km) wide that runs the full length of the quadrangle between the
Blue Ridge / Great Smoky fault and the western flank of Sand Mountain.

Copper Ridge Dolomite
The Copper Ridge Dolomite was named by Ulrich (1911) for outcrops along Copper
Ridge in Grainger County, Tennessee (Rodgers, 1953). The Upper Cambrian Copper Ridge
Dolomite consists primarily of dolomite, with only minor limestone beds (Sutton, 1971). The
dolomite is medium- to thick-bedded, bluish-gray to dark gray, and the lower part may be
odoriferous with the fetid odor of oil when freshly broken. The dolomite also contains a
significant amount of dark chert, either as thin beds or isolated nodules. The chert is commonly
oölitic or stromatolitic, with the oöids being dark gray to black, spheroidal to elliptical, and
displaying concentric banding (Rodgers, 1953; Derryberry, 2011). This chert is frequently used
to identify the Copper Ridge saprolite where no outcrops are available. The Copper Ridge
Dolomite is approximately 1,000 ft (300 m) thick and is conformably overlain by the
Chepultepec Dolomite (the basal unit of the Middle Knox Group). This contact, occasionally
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marked by series of sandstone beds up to 6.5 ft (2 m) thick, marks the Cambrian-Ordovician
boundary.
In the Parksville quadrangle, the Copper Ridge Dolomite occurs in a wide band in the
western third of the quadrangle that is traceable from the northern edge of the map to just above
the southern edge of the map. There are no major faults in this portion of the map, and the
identity and stratigraphic relationships of the strata are relatively easy to establish even without
significant outcrops. In the north-central portion of the map east of Sand Mountain, however,
several faults have disrupted the Knox Group, and the stratigraphic positions cannot be
determined solely from their sequence. Because of these uncertainties, Sutton (1971) classified a
significant portion of the Knox Group immediately west of the Great Smoky fault as Knox
Group undivided. Sutton’s suspicion was that these rocks are likely Copper Ridge Dolomite, but
the limited number of outcrops and the complex series of faults provided insufficient data to
fully convince him that it was Copper Ridge rather than some other stratigraphically higher
formation within the Knox Group. Work in this study, relying primarily on distinctive black
oölitic chert and careful examination of several previously unmapped outcrops, has confirmed
Sutton’s suspicions and classified these rocks as part of the Copper Ridge Dolomite with
relatively greater confidence.

Middle Knox Group
The Middle Knox Group, as defined by Sutton (1971), combines the Chepultepec and
Longview Dolomites. The base of the Chepultepec Dolomite, lying conformably above the
Copper Ridge Dolomite, marks the boundary between the Cambrian and Ordovician. The
Chepultepec was named by Ulrich (1911) for the town of Chepultepec (now Allgood) in Blount
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County, Alabama (Rodgers, 1953). The Chepultepec is mostly medium- to thick-bedded, gray to
brownish-gray, fine-grained dolomite with minor siltstone, as well as thin beds of sandstone in
the lowermost part of the unit, including a 10 ft- (3 m-) thick dolomite-cemented sandstone bed
at the contact between the Copper Ridge and Chepultepec. There are also frequent nodules of
light-colored chert, sometimes oölitic with small, pale gray to white oöids (contrasting with the
dark, concentric oöids found in the underlying Copper Ridge Dolomite).
The Lower Ordovician Longview Dolomite, the upper member of Sutton’s (1971) Middle
Knox Group, was named by Butts (1926) for the town of Longview in Shelby County, Alabama
(Rodgers, 1953). It consists of medium- to thick-bedded, gray to dark gray, fine-grained
dolomite with interbedded limestone and massive dark gray to light buff-colored chert (Sutton,
1971; Derryberry, 2011). The Longview is lithologically similar to the underlying Chepultepec,
although the Longview is significantly more siliceous and contains more massive beds of chert
as well as more common limestone beds near the top of the unit (Rodgers, 1953; Swingle, 1959).
In the Parksville quadrangle, the Chepultepec and Longview Dolomites tend to weather
similarly and extensively into a light brown to reddish-brown saprolite, and the limited number
of outcrops do not permit them to be confidently separated. The chert frequently weathers into
float but is often out of place and thus unreliably diagnostic of the underlying bedrock. Because
of this, the combination of both formations into a single group (Middle Knox Group) is
maintained in this study. This Middle Knox Group underlies a wide band that runs from the
northern to the southern boundary of the Parksville quadrangle just west of Sand Mountain. The
Middle Knox Group appears to be close to 2,000 ft (610 m) thick at its maximum. A partial
section also underlies a small strip just west of Cloud Branch fault, immediately west of the
Great Smoky fault. Here the Lower Ordovician Middle Knox Group appears to be in fault
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contact to the east with the older Upper Cambrian Copper Ridge Formation. The Middle Knox is
broadly covered by alluvium in this portion of the map, but its presence is inferred from its
relationship to the overlying Upper Knox Group to the west and a marked change in topography,
strongly reminiscent of the ridges in the Copper Ridge Dolomite found elsewhere to the east in
the quadrangle.

Upper Knox Group
The Upper Knox Group, as defined by Sutton (1971), combines the Kingsport Formation
and the Mascot Dolomite, and it extends from the top of the Middle Knox dolomite (denoted by
the presence of dark, massive chert) to the base of the Athens Shale. Both the Kingsport
Formation and Mascot Dolomite were named by Oder and Miller (1945), with the Kingsport
named for Kingsport, Tennessee, and the Mascot for Mascot, Tennessee (Rodgers, 1953;
Derryberry, 2011). The Kingsport and Mascot are lithologically similar in the Parksville
quadrangle and consist of generally medium-bedded to massive, gray to bluish-gray, fine-grained
limestone and interbedded dolomite. Sutton (1971) noted the presence of the gastropod
Ceratopea in a section of Upper Knox in the central portion of the quadrangle to the west of
what is now Cloud Branch fault and the Great Smoky fault, which is often diagnostic of the
Mascot Dolomite, but outcrops are scarce in the Upper Knox Group, as both members tend to
weather extensively into reddish-brown to reddish-orange saprolite (Fig. 2-4). Chert nodules are
common and generally appear as light-buff to white, chalky float, especially in the lower portion
of the group (Rodgers, 1953), although they are frequently out of place. The Upper Knox
comprises a thin strip from the northern to the southern boundary in the western-central portion
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Figure 2-4. Exposure of thick, red to reddish-orange, cherty saprolite that underlies most of
the Middle and Upper Knox Groups. The topography is generally flat to gently rolling, and
bedrock outcrops are uncommon except where exposed in larger streams. This exposure is
approximately 6 ft (1.8 m) high.
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of the Parksville quadrangle, as well as a small section to the west of Cloud Branch fault, which
is in fault contact with the Upper Cambrian Copper Ridge Dolomite along its northern- and
southernmost extents. The Upper Knox displays generally smooth, rolling topography, similar to
the Middle Knox, and is approximately 800 ft (240 m) thick on average.

Chickamauga Group
Sutton (1971) originally divided the Middle Ordovician Chickamauga Group rocks
overlying the Upper Knox Group into two units: the older, basal unit he identified as the Athens
Shale (or its equivalent), and the younger unit he identified simply as the Upper Middle
Ordovician Unit due to the controversy surrounding the identification of many of the uppermiddle Chickamauga Group formations at the time. During this study, sufficient data were
gathered to identify a thin band of Lenoir Limestone, the basal unit of the Chickamauga Group,
underlying the Athens Shale. Data gathered in this study also permitted a relatively more
confident classification of Sutton’s (1971) Upper Middle Ordovician Unit as either the Chapman
Ridge Sandstone or part of the Holston Formation. What is mapped as Holston Formation in
many places (e.g., in the Cleveland area) includes the Holston Marble and Chapman Ridge
sandstone (see Rodgers, 1953; Swingle, 1959).

Lenoir Limestone
The Lenoir Limestone was originally named by Safford and Killebrew (1876) for Lenoir
City in Loudon County, Tennessee, and it lies disconformably above the underlying Mascot
Dolomite (Rodgers, 1953; King, 1964; Neuman and Nelson, 1965; Derryberry, 2011). The
Lenoir Limestone (including both the Mosheim and Lenoir facies as a single unit) is a gray to
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bluish-gray, nodular, medium- to thick-bedded, micritic limestone (Rodgers, 1953). Sutton
(1971) did not originally map the Lenoir Limestone in the Parksville quadrangle, including it
instead in the Athens Shale as one of a number of interbedded limestones. In this study,
exposures of limestone containing the fossil Maclurites magnus (Fig. 2-5) stratigraphically above
the top of the Upper Knox Group and below the lowest shales of the Athens Shale were
identified in the central portion of the map near the intersection of Copeland Road and Cookson
Creek Road, immediately west of the intersection of the Cookson Creek fault and Cloud Branch
fault. This fossil is diagnostic of the Lenoir Limestone (Rodgers, 1953; Whisner, 2005), along
with an unusual spire- or tooth-like weathering pattern distinct from the carbonates of the Knox
Group, which permitted separate mapping of a thin band of the Lenoir between the bottom of the
Athens Shale and the top of the chert-bearing dolomite of the Upper Knox Group. This limestone
was also identified in a thin band immediately west of Sand Mountain, although no fossils were
found in the few outcrops observed in this location. It has a maximum thickness of around 100 ft
(30 m) in the Parksville quadrangle.

Athens Shale
Hayes (1894) originally proposed the term “Athens Shale” in his Kingston folio to refer
to an Upper Ordovician shale that was later assigned incorrectly by Rodgers (1953) to the
Reedsville Shale. In his Cleveland folio, however, Hayes (1895) defined the Athens Shale—
named for Athens, Tennessee—as the shale between a thin limestone in the Chickamauga Group
(now known as Lenoir Limestone) and a red sandstone he called the “Tellico Sandstone” (later
the Holston Formation) (Rodgers, 1953). Rodgers (1953) and Swingle (1959) used this later
definition of the Athens Shale, solidifying its usage as referring to the Middle Ordovician shale
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Figure 2-5. Examples of the Maclurites magnus fossil (white arrows) in Lenoir Limestone.
The dimensions of the yellow field notebook are 7.5” x 4.75”.
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and interbedded limestone and sandstone between the Lenoir Limestone and the Holston
Formation (Sutton, 1971; Whisner, 2005). The Athens Shale consists of calcareous, silty shale
and argillaceous limestone interbedded with feldspathic sandstone and siltstone. The calcareous
shale and argillaceous limestone are often finely laminated and, when weathered, visually similar
to the siltstone in the Sandsuck Formation (Sutton, 1971). Fresh exposures of the shale and
limestone both tend to be brownish- or olive-gray to light gray or even bluish-gray, and they
frequently weather into distinctive splintery fragments (pencils) that are yellowish-brown to
yellowish-orange (Fig. 2-6). The coarser siltstones and sandstones of the Athens Shale tend to be
feldspathic, although isolated sandstone beds may be nearly pure quartz (quartz arenite), and
they generally weather to a blocky, grayish-brown to reddish-brown float. These coarser clastics
typically underlie the ridges that trace the flanks of the Sand Mountain syncline in the center of
the quadrangle, while the finer-grained calcareous shale and limestone tend to underlie the
topographically lower valleys between the ridges. The thickness of the Athens Shale is difficult
to precisely assess due to the structural complexity of the Sand Mountain syncline and several
faults, but it is at least 1,500 to 2,000 (460-610 m) thick. Sutton argued that a complete section
was present near the southern boundary of the Parksville quadrangle and estimated it to be nearly
4,000 ft (1,220 m) thick, which roughly agrees with the estimates of Salisbury (1961) in the
Cohutta Mountain (now Tennga) quadrangle to the south.
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Figure 2-6. Examples of the splintery “pencils” of weathered Athens Shale. The length of the
blue pencil is 6.75”.
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Chapman Ridge Sandstone
Above the Athens Shale is a coarse-grained to conglomeratic, strongly brownish-red
weathering (likely hematitic), quartzose calcarenite interbedded with a fine- to medium-grained,
medium- to thick-bedded, sometimes silty limestone along the southern-central boundary of the
quadrangle. Sutton (1971) was uncertain about the identity of this unit, with Rodgers (1953)
correlating it with the Holston Formation and Salisbury (1961) referring to it as the Chota
Formation, which was the name proposed by Neuman (1955) for the “sandstone lentil of the
Sevier Formation,” which overlies the Tellico Formation and underlies the Sevier Shale. Sutton
(1971) also recognized some similarities to the quartz-rich calcarenite in the Tellico Formation.
The repeated occurrence of “Holston-type lithology” at different stratigraphic levels within the
Middle Ordovician section, along with a lack of satisfactory resemblance to the description of
the Holston Formation by Rodgers (1953), led Sutton (1971) to rule out the Holston and focus
instead on either the Chota or the Tellico. Salisbury (1961) developed a list of five criteria for
distinguishing between the Chota Formation and the Tellico Formation, which Sutton (1971)
used to assess four thin section samples from the unit in question. The thin sections—three red,
quartzose calcarenites and one limestone breccia—all contained a significant amount of feldspar,
which would rule out the Chota Formation according to the criteria of Salisbury (1961), despite
that the texture of the rocks more closely resembles the Chota than the Tellico. It was this
uncertainty that led Sutton (1971) to leave the unit as an unclassified “Upper Middle Ordovician
Unit” until the problematic Middle Ordovician stratigraphy in East Tennessee could be more
precisely resolved.
Cattermole (1955), working in and around Knoxville, Tennessee, distinguished the
Chapman Ridge from the Tellico Sandstone originally defined by Keith (1895) and named it the
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Chapman Ridge Sandstone. Sutton (1971) did not reference the work by Cattermole (1955) and
seemed unaware of his work or the increasing usage of the term “Chapman Ridge Sandstone” to
refer to this red-weathering, hematitic, highly calcareous sandstone with interbedded limestone
in East Tennessee. The exact stratigraphic position of this unit was resolved by later work
(Kellberg and Grant, 1956; Kashfi, 1971; Walker et al., 1983; Heath, 2003; Whisner, 2005;
Lemiszki and Kohl, 2007). It appears relatively clear now that the Upper Middle Ordovician
rocks recognized by Sutton (1971)—both their lithology and their stratigraphic position—are
best described as Chapman Ridge. Walker and others (1983) found that, contrary to Cattermole’s
initial suggestion, the Chapman Ridge Sandstone is correlative with the Tellico Sandstone, and
both the Chapman Ridge and the Tellico Sandstone (or their equivalents) have been variously
placed within or just above the Holston Formation (Rodgers, 1953; Neuman, 1955; Kellberg and
Grant, 1956; Kashfi, 1971; Whisner, 2005).
This study returned to the outcrops mentioned by Sutton (1971) both above and just
below the southern boundary of the Parksville quadrangle. A range of lithologies, from
brownish-red, hematitic, calcareous sandstone to quartzose calcarenite to silty (or, rarely,
conglomeratic) limestone, were observed. Ripple marks were noted in the lower sandstone,
which appears to be at or near the base of the unit, and pronounced cross bedding was observed
in the sandstone. These observations correlate strongly with the characteristics of the Chapman
Ridge Sandstone or its equivalent facies within the Holston Formation, and I have chosen to call
this unit the Chapman Ridge Sandstone in the Parksville quadrangle. The thickness of the
Chapman Ridge Sandstone in the quadrangle is unknown, but it is estimated to be at least 500 ft
(150 m).
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Quaternary Units
Alluvium
There are deposits of fine, sandy to silty sediments along the floodplain of the Ocoee
River, in the northern-central portion of the quadrangle, and its tributaries, including Cookson
Creek and the minor streams that feed into it. These deposits are at most a few meters thick and
often underlie large, open fields, farmland, or otherwise flat terrain. There are also notable
alluvial deposits along the floodplain of the Conasauga River and its tributaries along the
southwestern boundary of the quadrangle. Most of the alluvial deposits in the Parksville
quadrangle are light beige to reddish-tan sand and silt with rounded quartz and angular chert
pebbles and cobbles deposited primarily during flooding events.

Colluvium
Significant colluvium deposits occur along the slopes of Bean Mountain in the
northeastern corner of the quadrangle. These deposits consist of Chilhowee Group sandstone,
although correlation to specific units within the Chilhowee was not made. Many of them
resemble the sandstones and conglomerates of the Cochran Formation and Nebo Sandstone,
although no trace fossils were noted during brief visual analysis. Notable deposits of colluvium
also occur on the western slopes of Little Mountain and the eastern and southeastern slopes of
Sugarloaf Mountain. These deposits are also Chilhowee Group sandstones, but in this instance
the deposits are known to be primarily Nebo Sandstone (based upon lithology and Skolithos trace
fossils), with some input from the Cochran Formation along the western slopes of Little
Mountain. There are also minor colluvium deposits on the slopes of the highest ridges of the
southern Chilhowee Group horse. These are confirmed as Cochran Formation.
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Landslide Deposits
There are several notable landslide deposits in the Parksville quadrangle. Ancient
landslides consisting almost entirely of Chilhowee Group sandstones are present on the
southwestern slopes of Bean Mountain. At least two relatively large landslide deposits can be
distinguished from the colluvium along the slopes overlying the siltstones of the Sandsuck
Formation. Two large landslides, consisting of Chilhowee Group sandstones from the Nebo
Sandstone and Cochran Formation, can be identified on the western slopes of Little Mountain,
extending from the uppermost ridges along the crest down to the lower valley floors to the west,
where the deposits partially overlie Copper Ridge Dolomite. There also appear to be several
landslides on the western slopes of Sugarloaf Mountain, extending from nearly the top of the
mountain to the flatter valleys underlain by Copper Ridge Dolomite to the west. These landslide
deposits also consist of Chilhowee Group sandstone, most likely from the Nebo Sandstone.
Other minor landslides may be found within ravines along the slopes of Little Mountain,
Sugarloaf Mountain, and Bean Mountain that cannot be clearly distinguished from colluvium.
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CHAPTER 3
STRUCTURE
Regional Structural Features
The Parksville quadrangle is located along the boundary between the Appalachian Valley
and Ridge geologic province to the west and the Blue Ridge geologic province to the east. The
Blue Ridge-Piedmont thrust sheet moved northwestward some 350-400 km along the Great
Smoky fault, and it placed the metamorphosed and highly deformed rocks of the Blue Ridge
upon the unmetamorphosed and less deformed rocks of the Appalachian Valley and Ridge
(Hatcher et al., 2007a, 2007b). In the Parksville quadrangle, this division is marked by sharp
contrasts in structure, lithology, and topography, and it roughly divides the quadrangle into two
halves with relatively distinct structural styles. This boundary is discernible on Google Earth™
imagery by contrasts in topography and vegetation alone (Fig. 3-1).

Fabric Data Analysis
Lower hemisphere, equal-area stereonets of planes, poles to planes, and contoured poles
to planes of bedding and cleavage were constructed from the combined fabric data collected by
Sutton (1971) and this study using the Stereonet 9.5 program developed by Richard W.
Allmendinger (Allmendinger et al., 2012; Cardozo and Allmendinger, 2013). Measurements of
the orientation of bedding originally obtained by Sutton (1971) were manually added to the data
gathered in this study and included with fabric analysis for the entire quadrangle (Fig. 3-2).
Sutton’s bedding data were not able to be sorted by geologic province (e.g., Valley and Ridge or
Blue Ridge) because the data were added manually from his map to a database without
associated spatial reference information. The bedding data collected in this study, however, were
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Figure 3-1. Google Earth image of the Parksville quadrangle (solid white box). The heavily forested, topographically irregular
Blue Ridge province (to the east and southeast) and the more agrarian, lower-relief Valley and Ridge province (to the west and
northwest) are separated by the Great Smoky fault (dashed white line), which corresponds closely with the changes in topography
and vegetation in the Parksville quadrangle. The two Chilhowee Group horses are outlined roughly in yellow.
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A

B
Figure 3-2. Equal-area, lower-hemisphere projections of bedding data from the Parksville
quadrangle (not separated by geologic province). (A) Poles to planes of bedding surfaces with
cylindrical best-fit line. β represents the average orientation of folds. (B) 1% area contour of
poles to planes of bedding surfaces.
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able to be sorted by province and are analyzed separately below (Figs. 3-3 and 3-4). The
cleavage data collected by Sutton were gathered exclusively in the Blue Ridge geologic
province, as were nearly all the cleavage measurements made in the current study (Fig. 3-5).
The fabric diagrams for the Parksville quadrangle (Fig. 3-2) suggest two distinct trends
among bedding measurements, with most measurements plotting as primarily northeastsouthwest striking with dips to the southeast and a smaller component plotting as northeastsouthwest striking with dips to the northwest. This dichotomy is reflective, at least partially, of
the Sand Mountain syncline located in the central portion of the quadrangle, which trends
roughly north-south across the Parksville quadrangle immediately west of the Great Smoky fault.
The degree to which the Sand Mountain syncline is responsible for these trends, or whether these
trends also exist independently within the Blue Ridge, can be determined by separating the data
from the current study into their respective geologic provinces.
When the bedding data from this study are divided by geologic province, the trends in the
Valley and Ridge (Fig. 3-3) roughly mirror those of the Parksville quadrangle as a whole.
Bedding strikes northeast-southwest and dips predominantly to the southeast. Minor variations in
both strike and dip are recorded in a very small number of measurements, but these appear to be
outliers, and a dichotomous trend of northeast-southwest strikes and predominantly southeast
dips with subordinate northwest dips clearly dominates the Valley and Ridge province in the
Parksville quadrangle.
The attitude of bedding in the Blue Ridge province (Fig. 3-4) displays more variability
than in the Valley and Ridge province. The major trend of northeast-southwest striking and
southeast dipping beds is still clearly dominant, however. A minor fold trend may also be present
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A

B
Figure 3-3. Equal-area, lower-hemisphere projections of bedding data gathered in this study
from the Valley and Ridge geologic province of the Parksville quadrangle. (A) Poles to planes
of bedding surfaces with cylindrical best-fit line. β represents the average orientation of folds.
(B) 1% area contour of poles to planes of bedding surfaces.
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A

B
Figure 3-4. Equal-area, lower-hemisphere projections of bedding data gathered in this study
from the Blue Ridge geologic province of the Parksville quadrangle. (A) Poles to planes of
bedding surfaces with cylindrical best-fit line. β represents the average orientation of folds.
(B) 1% area contour of poles to planes of bedding surfaces.
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B
Figure 3-5. Equal-area, lower-hemisphere projections of slaty cleavage data gathered in this
study from the Blue Ridge geologic province of the Parksville quadrangle. (A) Poles to planes
of slaty cleavage. (B) 1% area contour of poles to planes of slaty cleavage.
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in the Blue Ridge province, as suggested by Sutton (1971), but the data are too sparse to confirm
the presence of a broad fold with confidence. Dips to the northwest may represent a regional
syncline (the Parksville synclinorium), or they may reflect only small, isolated folds, of which
there are numerous in the Blue Ridge portion of the Parksville quadrangle. The Wilhite
Formation is particularly tightly folded and faulted, with overturned beds common, yet these
bedding trends are not clearly divided between the northwestern and southeastern portions of the
Wilhite, as proposed by Sutton, but instead appear to be distributed throughout.
Aside from a few stations in the Sandsuck Formation and two in the Athens Shale,
measurements of slaty cleavage from both this study, as well as by Sutton (1971), were collected
exclusively from the fine-grained shales and slates of the Wilhite Formation in the Blue Ridge.
The cleavage data reveal a strongly uniform trend of moderate to steep dips to the southeast with
northeast-southwest strikes (Fig. 3-5), which is broadly normal to the movement of the Blue
Ridge-Piedmont / Great Smoky thrust sheet during the Alleghanian (Carboniferous-Permian)
orogeny. This suggests that the Wilhite, which originally developed slaty cleavage as it was
deformed and metamorphosed during the Taconic (Ordovician) orogeny, was locally deformed
again during the Alleghanian (Thigpen, 2005; Hatcher, 2010; Thigpen et al., 2016). Two isolated
data points diverge from the otherwise highly consistent cleavage data, and the degree to which
they diverge (both from the broader trends as well as from one another) suggests they may be the
result of either a mistake in measurements or a mistake in recording the data, and they can be
safely ignored.
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Appalachian Valley and Ridge Structures
Structural Overview
The rocks in the Appalachian Valley and Ridge geologic province are largely
unmetamorphosed sedimentary rocks ranging in age from Middle Cambrian to Pennsylvanian
that have been both folded and faulted (Rodgers, 1953; Sutton, 1971). The dominant structural
feature in this portion of the Parksville quadrangle is the Sand Mountain syncline, which is part
of a larger regional belt of synclines preserving Middle Ordovician rocks that runs almost the full
length of the Valley and Ridge in East Tennessee (Hardeman, 1966). There are also several
faults with minor displacements in this part of the map, including a fault along the northerncentral portion of the Sand Mountain syncline that is traced for the first time on the map of the
Parksville quadrangle southward from the Benton quadrangle (Lemiszki and Kohl, 2007). The
rocks in this portion of the quadrangle, as well as the three faults, all strike northeast. To the west
of the syncline, nearly all bedding dips southeast, while east of the syncline bedding dips mostly
to the northwest. The faults all dip gently to moderately southeast.

Sand Mountain Syncline
The Sand Mountain syncline is a north-south trending, southward-plunging syncline,
approximately 1.5-2.5 miles (2.5-4 km) wide, that is traceable throughout the length of the
Parksville quadrangle from nearly the center of the southern border with the Tennga (formerly
Cohutta Mountain) quadrangle to the center of the northern border with the Benton quadrangle.
The Sand Mountain syncline is defined topographically by two pronounced ridges on either side
of a lower central valley, with much of the eastern ridge overridden by older rocks emplaced by
either the Cookson Creek fault to the north or the Great Smoky fault to the south. The ridges
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converge near the northern half of the Sand Mountain syncline, and the belt thins significantly as
it continues northward into the Benton quadrangle. Previous work by Sutton (1971) concluded
that this was not a true convergence of the parallel ridges, but was rather the appearance of more
resistant facies paralleling the western ridge. More recent mapping in the Benton quadrangle to
the north by Lemiszki and Kohl (2007), however, recognized outcrops of Lenoir Limestone
along both sides of the syncline and discovered a small thrust fault between the ridges.
Additional mapping for this study also recognized small outcrops of Lenoir Limestone on either
side of the convergent ridges and visually confirmed the location of a thrust fault between them
(exposed by recent construction in a hill behind a local bar along U.S. Highway 64). I have
chosen to name this fault in the Parksville quadrangle “Sloans Gap fault” for the small valley
through which it travels and the road that passes through it.
Along the western limb of the Sand Mountain syncline, rocks generally dip 30-40° to the
east-southeast, while those along the eastern limb, where exposed, generally dip to the westnorthwest at roughly the same inclination or slightly steeper. In the center of the syncline, the
rocks have very shallow dip and become almost horizontal near the axis to the south of Sloans
Gap fault. The westward-shifted axis of the syncline between the convergent ridges places
relatively steeply dipping rocks in thrust contact, with dip angles ranging from approximately
45° to more than 70° and dips to the southeast in the footwall and to the northwest in the hanging
wall. I assume that the dips of bedding on either side of the fault increased during faulting,
because the dip of bedding along the ridges on either side of the syncline to the south is
noticeably less steep. The southern extent of the eastern limb and the axis of the Sand Mountain
syncline are overridden by the Great Smoky fault.
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Cookson Creek Fault
The Cookson Creek fault, named by Sutton (1971) for Cookson Creek, a tributary of the
Ocoee River in the Parksville quadrangle just west of the Great Smoky fault, is a thrust fault in
the northern-central portion of the map. This fault placed older Upper Cambrian Copper Ridge
Dolomite (Lower Knox Group) directly onto the Middle Ordovician Athens Shale and Lenoir
Limestone (Chickamauga Group). The Cookson Creek fault has a sinuous, irregular trace, which
was originally interpreted as a very low-angle fault with an undulating surface (Sutton, 1971).
Previous mapping by Sutton (1971) suggested that the trace of the Cookson Creek fault
continues southward until it intersects the Great Smoky fault near the northern edge of the
southern Chilhowee Group horse. Current work suggests instead that the trace of the Cookson
Creek fault is truncated against the southward extension of the Cloud Branch fault (discussed
below) along Copeland Road just south of the Ocoee River. The Cookson Creek fault likely
postdates folding of the Copper Ridge Dolomite and underlying strata within the Cookson Creek
/ Cloud Branch thrust sheet.
The trace of the Cookson Creek fault has been modified in the current study from its
original placement by Sutton (1971). More recent work in the Benton quadrangle to the north
(Lemiszki and Kohl, 2007), and interpretations of industry seismic lines near the Parksville
quadrangle (Whisner, 2010), suggest that the Cloud Branch fault (which has been reinterpreted
in this study to truncate the Cookson Creek fault—see below) has greater displacement and dips
more steeply than originally suggested by Sutton. The geometry and current trace of the Cookson
Creek fault suggest that it may be an imbricate of the Cloud Branch fault, although Sutton’s
(1971) original interpretation of a gently undulatory fault surface is likely correct.
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Cloud Branch Fault
The Cloud Branch fault was originally mapped by Sutton (1971) along the north-central
boundary of the Parksville quadrangle. A thin strip of what he identified as Conasauga Shale and
Maynardville Limestone (mapped as only Conasauga Shale in this study) is exposed from just
north of the Ocoee River to the border with the Benton quadrangle immediately west of the
Cherokee National Forest boundary. Sutton’s (1971) original interpretation was that the Cloud
Branch fault brought up the thin sliver of Conasauga and Maynardville in the middle of the
Cookson Creek thrust sheet, which dips southeastward, becoming a blind fault, to join the
Cookson Creek fault at depth without disruption of the overriding thrust sheet south of the Ocoee
River.
In this study, the trace of the Cloud Branch fault has been extended southward to include
what was originally mapped as the southern trace of the Cookson Creek fault (Plate 1). This was
done to take into account both topographic trends and structural consistency within the Parksville
quadrangle, as well as more recent work in the region (e.g., Lemiszki and Kohl, 2007; Whisner,
2010). The extension of an isolated ridge along strike from where Sutton (1971) had terminated
the surface trace of the original Cloud Branch fault suggests that the Cloud Branch fault instead
continues southward, overriding the Cookson Creek fault to truncate along the Great Smoky fault
near the northern end of the southernmost Chilhowee Group horse.
The Cloud Branch fault was formed by the convergence of two faults from the Benton
quadrangle to the north (Lemiszki and Kohl, 2007), which brought the sliver of Conasauga
Group up over the younger Copper Ridge Dolomite (Plate 3). The eastern fault truncates against
the Cloud Branch fault at or just north of the Ocoee River, where the Conasauga Group pinches
out. Because the strip of Conasauga Group is surrounded on both sides by faults, it may be yet
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another horse in the Parksville quadrangle along the Great Smoky fault. Unfortunately, its
northeastward extent beyond the Benton quadrangle is not known, and the broader regional
geometry is beyond the limited scope of this study. If it is a horse of Conasauga, however, the
argument for extending the trace of the Cloud Branch fault south to override the Cookson Creek
fault (and to rename what was originally the southern extent of the Cookson Creek fault) is
strengthened, as the eastern thrust is interpreted as an imbricate of the frontal thrust of the Cloud
Branch fault system.

Sloans Gap Fault
The Sloans Gap fault, named in this study for the road and topographic feature through
which the trace of the fault passes, is a minor, eastward-dipping thrust fault that placed Athens
Shale on Athens Shale. Its location was visually confirmed in an exposure behind a local bar
along U.S. Highway 64, and its trace was extended northward to the Benton quadrangle, where it
was previously mapped by Lemiszki and Kohl (2007). The southward extent and termination of
the Sloans Gap fault is not clear. It appears to die out to the southwest immediately beyond
where the ridges of the Sand Mountain syncline diverge. Given this apparent geometry, the
Sloans Gap fault is likely a “hinge fault” (Neuman and Nelson, 1965), with minimal
displacement beginning near where the trace disappears and increasing displacement to the
northeast along strike. Along the northern boundary of the Parksville quadrangle, the Athens
Shale is reduced to almost a quarter of its original outcrop width in the central and southern
portions of the quadrangle because of incrementally greater displacement to the north along the
Sloans Gap fault.
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The trace of the Sloans Gap fault parallels that of the Cookson Creek fault, but the
relationship between the Sloans Gap fault and the Cookson Creek and Cloud Branch faults is not
immediately clear. The Sloans Gap fault is likely a minor fault that terminates shortly (~1,000 ft /
300 m) below the surface. The approximated southern termination of the Sloans Gap fault
extends beyond the southernmost trace of the Cookson Creek fault, which suggests that it is
likely not an imbricate of the Cookson Creek fault.

Additional Fault?
A small dextral strike-slip fault was mapped by Sutton (1971) along the western
boundary of the Parksville quadrangle just south of the border between Polk and Bradley
Counties. Sutton mapped what appeared to be a relatively small right-lateral offset in the
Maynardville Limestone at this location. This fault dies out shortly to the southeast and extends
northwestward into the Felker quadrangle. This study examined the locality where the fault was
mapped by Sutton (1971), but was unable to detect any displacement of Maynardville
Limestone, either due to its absence or the obscuring (through overgrowth, erosion, etc.) of the
exposure(s) noted by Sutton. No other evidence for the fault was apparent in the Middle to
Lower Conasauga Group, the Copper Ridge Dolomite, or Middle Knox Group carbonates in the
area. Mapping by Swingle (1959) in the Felker quadrangle to the west failed to locate the
continuation of the fault in question. Because of this, the fault is not shown on the map in the
current study (Plate 1).
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Blue Ridge Structures
Structural Overview
The rocks of the Blue Ridge are tightly folded and faulted, and display slaty cleavage
within the finer-grained clastic units, unlike the rocks of the Valley and Ridge to the west. As
noted by Sutton (1971), the interpretation of many structural features in the Blue Ridge portion
of the quadrangle is complicated by the absence of clear marker beds, with many small faults
bringing together similar to identical clastic rock units. To recognize the structural features in the
Blue Ridge of sufficient magnitude to be mapped at 1:24,000 scale, Sutton (1971) relied upon a
number of criteria: (1) juxtaposition of different rock types separated by a discernible fault; (2)
juxtaposition of rocks with and without cleavage; (3) recognizable discontinuities in the attitude
of cleavage in adjacent areas; (4) changes in the strikes and dips of bedding; (5) trends in
topography; (6) discontinuities in metamorphic intensity (measured by X-ray diffraction to
determine the ratios of muscovite polymorphs). For this study, criteria (1) – (5) were used to
confirm many, but not all, of the structural features recognized by Sutton (1971). Features
justified exclusively by criterion (6) could not be confirmed within the scope of this study, but
they are preserved on the map unless data that I have collected strongly contradict Sutton’s
mapping.
The Blue Ridge province in the Parksville quadrangle is structurally and topographically
bounded by the Great Smoky fault, which traces from the south-central boundary of the
quadrangle to very near the northeastern corner of the map and has a relatively shallow southeast
dip (Rodgers, 1953; King, 1964; Neuman and Nelson, 1965; Costain et al., 1989; Cook et al.,
1983; Southworth et al., 2012). Along the Great Smoky fault are large Chilhowee Group horses
that are generally oriented north-northeast-south-southwest and dip southeast. Southeast of the
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Great Smoky fault are several other major faults, most of which parallel the trace (and dip
direction) of the Great Smoky fault. In the rocks of the Blue Ridge are also a number of
mesoscopic faults, with a few meters or less of displacement, which are too small to map at
1:24,000 scale.
Northwest-directed strain has caused the rocks of the Blue Ridge province to form
numerous tight folds whose axes trend northeast-southwest, especially in the finer-grained
clastics of the Wilhite Formation in the southeastern portion of the quadrangle. The orientation
of the slaty cleavage in the Wilhite Formation tends to mirror the orientation of folds in the finegrained clastics (Sutton, 1971), suggesting the cleavage is axial-planar. The broader trend within
the Wilhite Formation appears to reveal a wide syncline in the southeastern corner of the map
that trends NE-SW from the Tennga (formerly Cohutta Mountain) quadrangle to the south into
the Caney Creek quadrangle to the east. Sutton (1971) named this feature the Parksville
synclinorium. Arguments for and against the presence of this feature will be presented below.

Great Smoky Fault
The Great Smoky fault is a low-angle thrust fault that defines the western limit of the
Blue Ridge geologic province in southeastern Tennessee (Hatcher, 1989; Carter, 1994;
Southworth et al., 2012). In the Parksville quadrangle, the Great Smoky fault traces from near
the center of the southern border with the Tennga quadrangle along a north-northeast trace to
very near the northeastern corner of the Parksville quadrangle where it continues northward into
the Benton quadrangle and beyond (Plate 1). The Great Smoky fault is marked by a distinct
change in topography, with the low-lying valleys and broad ridges of the Valley and Ridge
contrasted against the sharp relief of the Chilhowee Group horses—Little and Sugarloaf
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Mountains, plus the unnamed southern horse—and the rolling, heavily incised, and more pointed
ridges of the Wilhite Formation in the Blue Ridge. The Great Smoky fault is also marked by a
sharp discontinuity in lithology, with Neoproterozoic to Early Cambrian clastics (Wilhite
Formation, Sandsuck Formation, and Chilhowee Group) to the east thrust over Middle Cambrian
to Middle Ordovician carbonates and clastics (Conasauga, Knox, and Chickamauga Groups) to
the west. The older suite of rocks to the east contain a strong slaty cleavage and low-grade
metamorphism that is entirely absent in the rocks west of the Great Smoky fault. There also is a
clear delineation in structural complexity that places tightly folded and faulted rocks to the east
in direct contact with more gently folded and sparsely faulted rocks to the west.
The Great Smoky fault has been interpreted as a thin-skinned, brittle structure that postdates the metamorphism of the rocks of the Blue Ridge-Piedmont megathrust sheet (Hamilton,
1961; King, 1964; Neuman and Nelson, 1965; Connelly and Woodward, 1992; Carter, 1994;
Martin, 1997; Cook and Vasudevan, 2006; Hatcher et al., 2007b; Southworth et al., 2012), and it
is estimated to have a maximum displacement of more than 400 km (Hatcher, 1989, 2010). The
presence of windows within the Great Smoky thrust (i.e., Blue Ridge-Piedmont megathrust)
sheet suggests that the Great Smoky fault is a relatively low-angle thrust fault, displaying a
minimum dip angle of only a few degrees to a maximum angle of 45° locally, with an undulating
surface (King, 1964; Neuman and Nelson, 1965; Connelly, 1993; Carter, 1994; Southworth et
al., 2012). This undulation was likely caused by the development of duplexes in the rocks of the
Valley and Ridge that comprise the footwall of the Great Smoky thrust sheet (Cook et al., 1983;
Hatcher, 1989; Thigpen, 2005).
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Imbricates of the Great Smoky Fault
The Little Mountain fault, an imbricate of the Great Smoky fault named by Sutton
(1971), was traced along the eastern bases of Sugarloaf and Little Mountains, which together
comprise the northern Chilhowee Group horse (Plate 1). The trace of the Little Mountain fault
departs from the Great Smoky fault just south of Sugarloaf Mountain and rejoins the Great
Smoky fault immediately north of Little Mountain, just south of the border with the Benton
quadrangle to the north and west of the slopes of Bean Mountain. Its trace generally parallels the
north-northeast-south-southwest trace of Great Smoky fault to the west. The Little Mountain
fault thrust Cambrian (?) Sandsuck Formation over younger Cambrian Chilhowee Group
sandstones just west and north of Lake Ocoee, and along a small portion of its southern trace the
Little Mountain fault thrust Neoproterozoic Wilhite Formation over Cambrian Chilhowee Group
sandstones.
The Little Mountain fault is traceable along a stretch of U.S. Highway 64 just north of
Ocoee Dam No. 1, where highly sheared siltstones of the Sandsuck Formation are exposed below
the eastern base of Little Mountain. Highly sheared and structurally complex Sandsuck siltstones
and shales are also exposed along a small access road at the eastern base of Sugarloaf Mountain,
suggesting that the trace of the fault runs immediately west of this road. It rejoins the Great
Smoky fault at depth shortly to the southeast (Plate 3).
An unnamed fault or group of faults, first recognized and mapped in this study, was
approximately traced along the western slopes of Sugarloaf Mountain, where it separates
Cochran Formation to the west from Nebo Sandstone to the east. The trace of this fault, or group
of faults, is obscured by the Ocoee River and Ocoee No. 1 Dam, so its trace has been inferred on
the map with only moderate confidence (Plate 1). The fault trace continues through roughly the
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middle of Little Mountain, passing on the western side just below the highest ridges on the
mountain. Here the trace has been approximated with greater confidence than the trace on
Sugarloaf Mountain or beneath Ocoee No. 1 Dam because of the occurrence of tectonic stylolites
and cataclastic textures in several hand samples collected along the ridges. These textures do not
occur elsewhere within the horse (aside from immediately along the trace of the Great Smoky
fault, in thin sections from TVA cores; see Chapter 4 below), which strongly suggests an
imbricate of the Great Smoky fault occurs nearby. This fault juxtaposed Nebo Sandstone with
Cochran Formation sandstones and conglomerates within the northern Chilhowee Group horse.
The intervening Nichols Shale has apparently been removed during the transport and faulting of
the horse. This fault is almost certainly an imbricate of the Great Smoky fault.
The Ball Play fault is a thrust fault that placed fine-grained Neoproterozoic Wilhite
Formation rocks on coarser clastics of the southernmost Chilhowee Group horse. The trace of the
Ball Play fault roughly parallels the north-south trace of the Great Smoky fault from the southern
boundary of the Parksville quadrangle to the northern limit of the Chilhowee horse, just to the
northeast of Hooker Cemetery, where it rejoins the Great Smoky fault (Plate 1). The Ball Play
fault is the southeast bounding thrust of the southern Chilhowee Group horse. Where accessible,
the trace of the Ball Play fault can be relatively well constrained by changes in lithology over a
short distance from the fine-grained, red-weathering slate and siltstone of the Wilhite Formation
to the much coarser, light gray to pinkish- or tannish-gray sandstones and conglomerates of the
Cochran Formation. The Ball Play fault dips southeast and likely has a steeper dip than that of
the Great Smoky fault, which it joins at depth (Plate 3).
The Willis Springs fault, mapped and named by Sutton (1971), is located immediately
east of the Ball Play fault (Plate 1). The trace of the Willis Springs fault maps from the center of
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the southern boundary with the Tennga quadrangle, paralleling the N-S traces of the Ball Play
and Great Smoky faults, to near the northernmost extent of the southern Chilhowee Group horse,
where it intersects the Ball Play fault. Unlike the Ball Play fault, which thrust Wilhite on
Chilhowee, the Willis Springs fault placed Wilhite on Wilhite. Sutton (1971) mapped the fault
based on a significant metamorphic discontinuity across the trace of the fault as well as a welldefined topographic trend and drainage pattern. The trends in topography and drainage are
sufficiently distinct to justify leaving the Willis Springs fault on the current map. It dips
southeast, also likely at a steeper angle than the dip of the Great Smoky fault (Plate 3).

Baker Creek Fault
The Baker Creek fault, first mapped and named by Sutton (1971), is traceable from its
intersection with the Little Mountain fault at the southeastern base of Sugarloaf Mountain,
immediately west of Lake Ocoee, to the south-southeast beneath Lake Ocoee (Plate 1). Sutton
(1971) originally mapped the Baker Creek fault terminating against the Indian Creek fault in
Baker Creek inlet. The trace of the Indian Creek fault then continued eastward along the
peninsula and into the adjacent Caney Creek quadrangle. The Indian Creek fault has been
removed from the map in this study, and its trace beyond Baker Creek inlet has been renamed as
part of Baker Creek fault (see below).
The Baker Creek fault thrust Wilhite slate and metasiltstone with well-developed slaty
cleavage onto Sandsuck siltstone, which displays no discernible slaty cleavage. This contact is
best observed on the peninsula flanked by Baker Creek and Indian Creek inlets to the south of
the main body of Lake Ocoee (Plate 1). Here a transition can be observed over a distance of only
a dozen meters or less from the compacted, grayish-beige shale of the Wilhite Formation to the
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reddish-tan, gritty, less coherent weathered siltstone of the Sandsuck Formation. The fault is not
exposed because of erosion and overgrowth, but the trace can be relatively well mapped by the
change in lithology. The sinuous trace of the Baker Creek fault suggests that it is a very lowangle or folded thrust fault. Sutton (1971) recognized no metamorphic discontinuity across the
Baker Creek fault, which suggests that the fault predated the emplacement of the Alleghanian
Blue Ridge-Piedmont megathrust sheet.

Additional Fault?
Sutton (1971) argued for the presence of another fault, the Indian Creek fault, that
extended from the eastern boundary of the Parksville quadrangle immediately east of Indian
Creek inlet on Lake Ocoee (following what is now the eastern trace of the Baker Creek fault)
westward along the sinuous trace of Cookson Branch to where it intersects the Great Smoky fault
(Plate 1). His justification for this was the juxtaposition of Sandsuck siltstone and shale with no
slaty cleavage against Wilhite slate and metasiltstone with well-defined slaty cleavage on the
southernmost peninsula of Lake Ocoee. This fault contact, as mentioned above, was confirmed in
this study. The contact between Sandsuck and Wilhite, however, diverges from the trace of the
Indian Creek fault and instead follows the trace of the Baker Creek fault. Sutton’s argument for
the continuation of the Indian Creek fault westward beyond the intersection with the Baker Creek
fault (at Baker Creek inlet along the western flank of the peninsula) was based upon a “marked
discrepancy” in the strikes and dips of Wilhite rocks on either side of the proposed fault. He did
not measure any “appreciable difference” in the intensity of metamorphism on either side of the
proposed trace of the Indian Creek fault to the west of Baker Creek inlet.
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Sutton (1971) admitted “the argument for the existence of the Indian Creek fault
southwest of Baker Creek inlet is not strong.” Data gathered in this study confirm a significant
variability in the strike and dip of bedding in the area around the proposed trace of the Indian
Creek fault. There does not appear to be a consistent trend in those data, however, and tight
folds, as well as the potential presence of mesoscopic faults with a few meters or less of
displacement, likely explain the local “discrepancy” noted by Sutton (1971). Areas of similar
variability in strike and dip occur elsewhere in the Wilhite Formation, especially along the shore
of Lake Ocoee near the fault contact with the Sandsuck. For this reason, the Indian Creek fault
has been removed from the map past the location where it originally intersected the Baker Creek
fault. The Baker Creek fault has now been extended along the eastern trace of what was formerly
Indian Creek fault. This fault contact is relatively well constrained due to the clear juxtaposition
of Sandsuck and Wilhite rocks on the peninsula and the southwestern shore of Lake Ocoee.

Parksville Synclinorium
Sutton (1971) placed the axis of what he called the Parksville synclinorium roughly
halfway between the Great Smoky fault and the southeastern corner of the map, trending
northeast-southwest. Despite the absence of clear marker beds in the Wilhite Formation, Sutton
(1971) concluded that a syncline was suggested by the outcrop patterns of interbedded mudstone,
siltstone, and conglomerate surrounding finer-grained slate and shale, as well as the apparent
reversal of dip from southeast to northwest near the southeastern corner of the quadrangle.
Sutton (1971) also argued that the general trends of the ridges that parallel the strike of bedding
may be evidence of a syncline, but the irregular topography and erosional patterns make this
apparent trend difficult to determine.
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Data from the current study partially agree with Sutton’s findings. Measurements of
strike and dip of bedding made during this study suggest that the axis of the “synclinorium” may
be slightly further east than originally mapped, but no new measurements directly preclude its
existence. The apparent inversion of dip direction of bedding in the southeastern corner of the
map has not been contradicted by any new data gathered for this study. Caution may still be
warranted, however, as the complexity of structure—especially the numerous and repeated tight
folds in this section of the map—make it difficult to determine whether these are coincidentally
similar local measurements or a broader trend. This trend in bedding was not found by Salisbury
(1961) in his mapping of the Tennga quadrangle to the south. Geologic data from the Caney
Creek quadrangle east of the Parksville quadrangle could also help resolve the presence or
absence of this syncline, but these data were not available for this study. There are also numerous
instances of overturned beds in the Wilhite Formation, which may also further complicate
interpretation. Given the uncertainty of whether these trends are local or more broadly present
and the absence of a similar trend in structural measurements to the south, the Parksville
synclinorium has not been shown on Plate 1.

Cross Section Analysis
Three cross sections (Plate 3) were constructed at 1:24,000-scale from topographic
profile lines perpendicular to strike across the Parksville quadrangle (shown in Plate 1). The
cross sections were created in Adobe Illustrator™ CS6, and the profile line for each was
extracted from a topographic map of the Parksville quadrangle with the 3D analyst toolset in
ArcMap™ 10.3.1. Stratigraphic contacts, fault contacts, and dip of bedding were drawn from a
scaled copy of the detailed geologic map of the Parksville quadrangle (Plate 1). Depth to
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Figure 3-6. Depth to basement in the southern Appalachians based on seismic reflection and drill-hole data. C.I. = contour interval.
Figure from Hatcher et al. (2007b).
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basement was estimated from the basement contour map by Hatcher et al. (2007b) (Fig. 3-6), as
well as an interpretation by Whisner (2010) of an industry seismic line striking northwestsoutheast across the Great Smoky fault near the Parksville quadrangle.
The cross sections, in tandem with the interpreted seismic line, suggest that the Great
Smoky fault is a relatively shallow-dipping fault that truncates the Cloud Branch fault in the
southern portion of the quadrangle. The generally shallow dip of the Great Smoky fault has been
noted by many workers in the southern Appalachians (e.g., Hamilton, 1961; King, 1964;
McKinney, 1964; Neuman and Nelson, 1965; Carter, 1994; Martin, 1997; Southworth et al.,
2012). The Great Smoky fault propagated through the weaker slate and metasiltstone of the
Wilhite Formation in roughly the lower half of the map, where it propagated through Sandsuck
Formation siltstone instead as the Baker Creek fault thrust Wilhite over Sandsuck.
The Cloud Branch fault is interpreted as a thrust fault with a much steeper dip than the
Great Smoky fault, and it passes beneath the Great Smoky fault and joins a lower fault
(potentially the same detachment from which the Sloans Gap fault emerges) at a significant
depth (Plate 3). The Cloud Branch thrust sheet brings Copper Ridge Dolomite and, in two minor
exposures immediately west of the Great Smoky fault—one just downstream from Ocoee No. 1
Dam along the western bank of the Ocoee River, and another a few feet west of the Great Smoky
fault immediately above the northernmost point of the southern Chilhowee Group horse—
Maynardville Limestone to the surface, with both exposures mapped with some confidence by
Sutton (1971). Because of the Maynardville exposures, the Cloud Branch thrust sheet is
interpreted as folded. The Cloud Branch fault propagated along the weaker shale and siltstone
layers within the Middle and Lower Conasauga Group, and it ramped to the surface through the
Upper Cambrian and Ordovician sediments in the eastern limb of the Sand Mountain syncline.
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The Cookson Creek fault is interpreted as a shallow, folded fault that either branches off
of or, most likely, is truncated by the Cloud Branch fault (Plate 3). The Cookson Creek fault
thrust Copper Ridge Dolomite atop the Ordovician sediments in the eastern limb of the Sand
Mountain syncline. The Copper Ridge Dolomite in the Cookson Creek thrust sheet is broadly
folded, dipping to the west-northwest along the front of the thrust sheet and dipping to the eastsoutheast closer to the Cloud Branch fault. The sinuous surface trace of the Cookson Creek fault
complicates the subsurface projection of the fault, and its interpretation here is based in part on
reinterpretation of a cross section by Lemiszki and Kohl (2007) constructed across the
southeastern portion of the Benton quadrangle to the north.
The trough of the Sand Mountain syncline is truncated by a fault, here suggested to be the
Knoxville or possibly Chestuee fault (see Whisner, 2010), that is atop another small thrust sheet
consisting of Conasauga and Rome Formations. This fault is arched over a duplex composed of
several horses of Conasauga and Rome, with all faults propagating from the master décollement
in the Rome Formation above the Precambrian basement. The existence of this duplex beneath
the western limb of the syncline is based upon the seismic reflection line interpreted by Whisner
(2010; her figure 5-10) and a cross section constructed by Swingle (1959) perpendicular to strike
across the southeastern portion of the Felker quadrangle west of the Parksville quadrangle.
Swingle’s (1959) cross section is relatively shallow and does not extend to basement, but it
displays folded Conasauga Shale underlain by folded Rome Formation in the near subsurface.
The Conasauga and Rome are interpreted in this study to have been arched by the underlying
duplex, and several blind faults off the Knoxville / Chestuee or a lower fault may explain the
repeated folding observed (or interpreted) by Swingle.
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The newly named Sloans Gap fault is interpreted as having only minor displacement,
propagating from within the Knox Group in the eastern limb of Sand Mountain syncline. The dip
of bedding at the surface on either side of the fault is relatively steep, dipping to the east in the
footwall and to the west in the hanging wall, and at a slightly greater angle than in the footwall.
The Sloans Gap fault thrust the eastern limb of the Sand Mountain syncline on or very near the
western limb, so opposing dip angles are not unexpected. The steepness of the opposing dips,
however—especially those on the eastern side of the fault—suggests that there is likely an
additional component of folding. The displacement is roughly estimated to be less than 500 ft
(150 m) (Plate 3).
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION
Project Results and Interpretations
More than 500 additional data stations were recorded over the course of two field seasons
during the mapping component of this research project (Plate 2). Each station, recorded on an
iPad® using the FieldMove™ application by Midland Valley™, includes lithology, at least one
digital photograph, relevant structural measurements where available, and any additional notes.
These stations, combined with the data from Sutton’s (1971) map, permit a better understanding
of the boundary between the Blue Ridge and Valley and Ridge and its surrounding structures,
and clarify numerous relationships that Sutton had not previously addressed. The new data also
elucidate the nature of the Chilhowee Group horses along the Great Smoky fault, for which no
lithologic or structural data had been previously collected.
Several dozen stations were recorded on Little Mountain and Sugarloaf Mountain in the
northern-central portion of the quadrangle, which together comprise the northern Chilhowee
Group horse. The data reveal that the horses have a northeast-southwest strike and dip generally
to the southeast, although several stations on the lower portion of the northern horse (Sugarloaf
Mountain) indicate a more north-northeast-south-southwest strike and east-southeast dip. This is
likely caused by internal deformation during transport of the horse. The average angle of dip is
approximately 35°, although the outcrops along the top of Little Mountain display an average dip
closer to 40°. This horse does not appear to be intensely deformed internally, but several
mesoscale faults and folds are present, and brittle deformation increases significantly within the
immediate vicinity of the Great Smoky fault and its imbricates. Additionally, the location of the
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bounding fault on the eastern side of the northern horse (Little Mountain fault) was resolved with
greater accuracy.

Lithology of Chilhowee Group Horses
A range in lithology was observed across Little and Sugarloaf Mountains, from mediumto coarse-grained, light gray, feldspathic quartz conglomerate to fine- to coarse-grained, gray to
pinkish- or maroonish-beige, medium- to thick-bedded, quartz arenitic, cross-bedded sandstone,
to fine- to medium-grained, gray to white, medium-bedded, quartz arenitic, sometimes vitreous
sandstone (visually similar to quartzite), with thin interbeds of siltstone, mudstone, and shale
present throughout the section. This closely matches descriptions of the basal Chilhowee
Cochran Formation, as well as either the Nebo or the Hesse Sandstones, in which Skolithos trace
fossils are most commonly found (King, 1964; Neuman and Nelson, 1965; Hardeman, 1966;
Whisonant, 1974; Cudzil and Driese, 1987; Walker and Driese, 1991; Thigpen and Hatcher,
2009; Southworth et al., 2012; Smoot and Southworth, 2014). Only a few Skolithos were
confidently identified along the ridges or slopes of Little and Sugarloaf Mountains, but the
exposure at Ocoee No. 1 Dam along U.S. Highway 64 and several quartz sandstone cobbles
among the coarse colluvium along the eastern base of Little Mountain just north of Ocoee No. 1
Dam displayed Skolithos tubes with relatively close spacing, suggesting that at least a small
portion of either the Nebo or Hesse is present (Fig. 4-1). Rackley (1951) reported one instance of
Skolithos linearis on Little Mountain, although the exact location of the outcrop mentioned by
Rackley could not be determined during this study. Phillips (1952) noted the rare occurrence of
Skolithos tubes in the upper Cochran Formation equivalent (Unicoi Formation) in northeastern
Tennessee, allowing for the possibility that these trace fossils may be present in the uppermost
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Figure 4-1. An example of limonite stained Skolithos tubes (white arrows) in a weathered
pure quartz sandstone / quartz arenite sample from colluvium along the eastern base of Little
Mountain. Penny for scale.
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Cochran as well, although they would appear to be extremely uncommon and have not yet been
reported in the Cochran Formation in southeastern Tennessee. The close spacing of these trace
fossils in the debris along the foot of Little Mountain suggests that they are most likely—but not
necessarily—from one of the two sandstone units above the Cochran (i.e., Nebo or Hesse).
The massive, nearly vitreous, quartz arenite, sometimes referred to as a quartzite because of its
lack of clear bedding and occasionally glassy appearance (Fig. 4-2), is located only on the
highest ridges of Little Mountain, but appears to comprise much of Sugarloaf Mountain, which
corresponds either to the uppermost Cochran Formation or, more likely, to the Nebo or Hesse
Sandstones. King (1964) noted numerous horses (or, as he referred to them, “wedges” or
“slices”) of Chilhowee Group sandstone and quartzite along the Great Smoky fault. Nearly all
the horses noted by King (1964) have strong lithologic similarities to the Cochran Formation,
and he mapped them as such unless Skolithos trace fossils were observed. This occurred in only a
few horses of quartzite, presumably belonging to the Nebo Sandstone. Rackley (1951) suspected
that parts of the Nebo, Hesse, and Cochran could be present on Little and Sugarloaf Mountains,
although his uncertainty led him to leave them as Chilhowee Group undifferentiated. Phillips
(1952) noted that the upper portion of the Cochran Formation bears a striking resemblance to the
upper sandstones and quartzites of the Chilhowee Group (i.e., the Nebo and Hesse), with the
primary difference being the presence, number, and spacing of Skolithos linearis trace fossils.
Southworth et al. (2012) noted that only small concretions of gray hematite distinguish the quartz
arenites in the uppermost Cochran from the quartzites in the overlying Nebo and Hesse
Sandstones. The striking similarities between the upper portion of the Cochran to both the Nebo
and the Hesse explain why neither Rackley (1951) nor Sutton (1971) felt confident enough to
subdivide the Chilhowee Group horses in the Parksville quadrangle.
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A

B
Figure 4-2. Examples of the pinkish-white, semi-vitreous pure quartz sandstones / quartz
arenites found on the uppermost slopes of Little and Sugarloaf Mountains. (A) Note quartz
veining, isolated rounded quartz clasts, and stylolite (white arrow). (B) Note the vitreous,
crystalline appearance visually similar to quartzite. Penny for scale.
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Hayes (1895a) originally mapped Little and Sugarloaf Mountains as “Starr
Conglomerate,” which was an early synonym for Cochran Conglomerate that was abandoned
during later studies. Rackley (1951) recognized a thin unit of “dense quartzite” containing
Skolithos tubes in the upper portion of the outcrop exposed on the east side of Little Mountain in
the road cut across U.S. Highway 64 north of the Ocoee No. 1 dam. Rodgers (1953) noted that
the stratigraphically uppermost beds of quartz arenite on Little and Sugarloaf Mountains were
Skolithos-bearing and most likely belonged to the Nebo Sandstone. Several samples gathered in
this study along the uppermost ridges of Little Mountain, as well as from exposures along
Highway 64, display Skolithos tubes, some of which appear to be six inches or more long (Fig. 43). Little Mountain presumably contains only the lower and middle portions of the Cochran
Formation, as well as a section of either Nebo or Hesse Sandstone. The clasts in the
conglomerates along the stratigraphically lowest segment of Little Mountain are predominantly
quartz pebbles, measured up to 8 mm in this study, and strongly suggest that at least some, if not
all, of the lowermost Cochran is preserved here. Another distinctive feature of note is the
“sugary” texture of the pinkish-beige sandstones along the ridges and middle of the slopes of
Little Mountain. This granular texture is only noticeable in weathered samples, where sand
grains can easily be rubbed off by hand. This texture, along with the unusual pink hue, seems to
correlate strongly with the middle or middle-upper portion of the Cochran Formation described
by Rackley (1951) and Phillips (1952). The fault separating the Cochran Formation from the
overriding Nebo or Hesse Sandstone on Little Mountain appears to trace just below the highest
ridges along the crest of Little Mountain. Several hand samples gathered from along or near the
fault display cataclastic textures and stylolites (Fig. 4-4). This fault is farther east than and
clearly separate from the Great Smoky fault along the lowermost western slopes of Little
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A

B

Figure 4-3. Examples of Skolithos tubes in a pinkish-beige, vitreous quartz arenite located on
the southern ridge of Little Mountain immediately north of the Ocoee No. 1 Dam. (A) The
rock in outcrop. (B) Skolithos tubes (white arrows) are outlined for clarity. The dimensions of
the yellow field notebook are 7.5” x 4.75”.
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A

B
Figure 4-4. Two hand samples collected near the proposed fault location along the central
ridge of Little Mountain. (A) Cataclastic textures in quartz sandstones / arenites. (B) Likely
stylolite(s) in a quartz sandstone (white arrow). Penny for scale.
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Mountain. The presence of this fault was suggested by Rackley (1951), although he did not
correlate the lithology on either side to specific members of the Chilhowee Group. The dip
angles of the sandstones above the fault suggest that the section of Nebo or Hesse is roughly 300
to 400 ft (90-120 m) thick.
The relationship between Little Mountain and Sugarloaf Mountain is obscured by the
Ocoee River and the Ocoee No. 1 Dam. During maintenance of the Ocoee No. 1 Dam in the
1970s, several core holes were bored along the section between Little and Sugarloaf Mountains.
These cores were bored directly through the Great Smoky fault zone. They reveal both complex
brittle and ductile deformation within the immediate vicinity of the fault (Fig. 4-5). This intense
ductile deformation extends only a very short distance from the fault zone of the Great Smoky
fault and is not seen elsewhere in the horses or along any of the imbricates of the Great Smoky
fault, including the newly mapped fault within the northern horse. Because of the intense
deformation and the likelihood that the Great Smoky fault is a shear zone with both brittle and
some ductile deformation between Little and Sugarloaf Mountains (and perhaps elsewhere), the
intervening space between Little and Sugarloaf Mountains under the Ocoee River and Ocoee No.
1 Dam has been only roughly inferred.
Sugarloaf Mountain appears to contain very little or no lower and middle Cochran
Formation and more of the purer, more vitreous quartz sandstone of the uppermost Cochran or
the Nebo or Hesse. Cross bedding, which is common in the quartz-rich beds of the Nebo
(Rackley, 1951; King, 1964; Carter, 1994; Southworth et al., 2012), were observed in numerous
locations (Fig. 4-6). Skolithos tubes were not observed on Sugarloaf Mountain in this study, but
the weathering patterns on the sandstones and quartz arenites as well as the heavy lichen growths
make it difficult to see on weathered surfaces. The lithology of Sugarloaf Mountain closely
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A

B
Figure 4-5. Two samples from cores bored by TVA near the Great Smoky fault zone. (A)
Sandstone displaying intense faulting, calcite-filled fractures, and tectonic stylolites with
ductilely deformed shale layers. (B) Lithologically similar sample displaying intense ductile
deformation within dark brown shale layers. Photos annotated by Robert D. Hatcher, Jr.
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A

B
Figure 4-6. Two examples of cross bedding in the Chilhowee Group sandstones. (A) Cross
bedding (white arrow) in a sandstone on the upper ridges of Little Mountain. The length of
the spine of the orange field notebook (bottom left) is 7.5”. (B) Cross bedding (white arrows)
in a sandstone on the eastern slopes of Sugarloaf Mountain. The exposure is approximately 6
ft (1.8 m) long.
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resembles that on the uppermost ridges of Little Mountain, and it has been mapped similarly.
Based on lithology and structure of Sugarloaf Mountain and the upper ridges of Little Mountain,
along with the spacing and length of the few Skolithos trace fossils located in this study, it is
likely that the overlying quartz arenitic, often vitreous, sandstone of the uppermost ridges of
Little Mountain and most of Sugarloaf Mountain belong to the Nebo Sandstone, which are
mapped in fault contact with a portion of the Cochran Formation. King (1964) suggested that,
while the Cochran Formation may comprise many or most of the fault “slices” or horses along
the Great Smoky fault, smaller horses of Nebo likely occur along the Great Smoky fault as well
with some regularity.
The proposed lithologies of Little and Sugarloaf Mountains imply that the entirety of the
Nichols Shale (along with some or most of the Cochran Formation and potentially a very minor
portion of the Nebo Sandstone) was excised during faulting and transport. Neuman and Nelson
(1965) noted several instances of faulting within the Chilhowee Group, including some horses of
Chilhowee Group, that place higher sandstones (e.g., Helenmode, Hesse, Nebo) on lower
sandstones (e.g., Hesse, Nebo, Cochran) with the intervening shale layers completely removed
during faulting, which suggests that the complete or nearly complete removal of weaker shale
layers between highly competent sandstone layers during faulting and transport may be common.
Workers elsewhere (e.g., Schultz, 1988; Orndorff, 2012) have noted the partial or complete
removal of stratigraphically intermediate sections of weaker rocks between horses in fault
contact with one another. Two possible models could explain the removal of the Nichols Shale
between the Cochran Formation and the Nebo Sandstone. The first requires that an in-sequence
fault along the base of the Cochran Formation placed the Chilhowee Group in thrust contact with
the Valley and Ridge rocks. After this, an out-of-sequence thrust fault developed along the base
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of the Nichols Shale, and as it propagated toward the foreland it removed the Nichols and placed
Nebo directly on top of Cochran. The second model requires that the section of Nebo and the
section of Cochran were removed individually, first the Nebo and then the Cochran, and then
assembled into their current configuration as the thrust sheet moved cratonward.
Additionally, a small horse of Knox Group dolostone occurs on the southwestern base of
Little Mountain almost immediately north of Ocoee No. 1 Dam along the sharp curve in U.S.
Highway 64 (Fig. 4-7). This horse of Knox Dolomite further suggests complex imbricate faulting
along the Great Smoky fault. The lithology of the Knox horse is not distinctive enough to
correlate to a specific member of the Knox Group, although it does not appear particularly
similar to Copper Ridge Dolomite and was almost certainly transported along the Great Smoky
fault. Its location would suggest that the Great Smoky fault is within 10-20 ft (3-6 m), just ~100
ft (~30 m) west of Ocoee No. 1 Dam.
The unnamed southern Chilhowee Group horse was not originally mapped by Sutton
(1971) in detail, and was instead inferred primarily from roadside observations and topography.
During this project, the southern horse was traversed in several places, with several dozen data
stations recorded to outline its extent and lithology. The data reveal that the horse extends farther
to the northeast than was previously mapped (Plate 1). Most of the rocks exposed along the ridge
containing the horse are out of place, having fractured and moved by freeze-thaw, tilting, sliding,
or rolling downslope. A few measurements of strike and dip were gathered, however, and the
attitude of this horse appears to be broadly similar to that of the northern horse. The lithology of
this horse is very similar to that of the Cochran Formation in the northern horse, specifically to
the lithology of the lowermost western slopes of Little Mountain. The rocks of the southern
horse, however, display more frequent tectonic quartz veining than rocks on either Little or
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Figure 4-7. An example of the lithology of the Knox horse west of the overlook along U.S.
Hwy 64 above Ocoee No. 1 Dam. The dimensions of the yellow field notebook are 7.5” x
4.75”.
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Sugarloaf Mountains (Fig. 4-8). Instances of grayish- to pinkish-beige quartz conglomerate,
maroonish-gray to strongly maroonish feldspathic sandstones (Fig. 4-9), and very thin beds of
grayish-brown siltstone or shale were observed. No white, vitreous quartz arenite, such as that
found in the uppermost Cochran or the Nebo, was observed. The exact lithology of the colluvium
along the lowermost slopes and valleys could not be precisely determined due to the difficulty
accessing these deposits, but they were visually similar to the rocks in place. Pure, vitreous to
brilliant white quartz veins are ubiquitous throughout the southern horse, and these veins often
weather as float in pebbles to large cobbles, sometimes with an irregular “honeycomb” or
boxwork appearance (Fig. 4-10) unlike any textures documented in the purer quartz sandstones
of the northern horse. The float produced by the quartz veins is visually similar to the vitreous
quartz arenite found in the uppermost portions of the Cochran Formation or parts of the Nebo,
but no outcrop-scale exposures of this quartz occur, and the float is irregularly distributed across
the ridges of the horse, suggesting again that it is the product of weathered tectonic quartz veins
rather than remnants of the uppermost Cochran or the Nebo. No Skolithos linearis trace fossils
were observed in the southern horse in this study.

Hand Sample and Thin Section Analysis
Nearly one hundred hand samples were collected during the course of this study, and
twenty thin sections were made from the most relevant samples. These samples were analyzed
for both lithology and microstructural features. Additional thin section micrographs of samples
collected from the immediate vicinity of the Great Smoky fault beneath Ocoee No. 1 Dam were
provided by the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA). These samples were collected during
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Figure 4-8. A heavily veined quartz conglomerate hand sample collected from the southern
Chilhowee Group horse. Note the grain size in comparison to samples taken from the northern
horse of Chilhowee. Penny for scale.
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B

A

Figure 4-9. Two hand samples from the southern horse. (A) Relatively coarse, pinkish-beige
quartz conglomerate. (B) Heavily veined and partly weathered “maroon” (feldspathic?)
sandstone. Penny for scale.
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A

B
Figure 4-10. The irregular “honeycomb” or boxwork texture exhibited by vein quartz float
from the southern Chilhowee Group horse. (A) Top view. (B) Side view. Penny for scale.
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maintenance and repair of the dam in the 1970s and provide insight into the intense deformation
within a small zone above the Great Smoky fault that is not elsewhere exposed or accessible.
Additionally, numerous core holes were bored into the fault zone, and photos of these cores were
provided by TVA.
Analysis of samples from key locations reveal important diagnostic features. Some hand
samples from the lower and middle ridges on Little Mountain just above Ocoee No. 1 Dam
contain stylolites produced by pressure solution (Figs. 4-2A and 4-4B). Although pressure
solution occurs from tectonic strain or diagenesis, it is typically only active in low-grade
metamorphic conditions (generally less than 350°C) (Ross and Lewis, 1989; Hatcher, 1995;
Fossen, 2016). The presence of tectonic stylolites along the fault that separates the Nebo
Sandstone to the east from the Cochran Formation to the west, roughly through the middle of the
highest ridges of Little Mountain, could place an upper limit on temperature conditions during
transport (350-400°C; see Hatcher, 1995). An additional hand sample collected from this locality
also displays cataclastic texture (Fig. 4-4A), further strengthening the argument for lowtemperature deformation along an imbricate fault just below the western ridge of Little
Mountain. It also agrees with the previous suggestions of relatively low-temperature,
predominantly brittle deformation.
Within core samples taken by TVA along the Great Smoky fault zone, intense ductile
deformation appears limited to thin shale layers, while the surrounding quartz sandstone displays
primarily brittle deformation, although a component of ductile deformation may be present (Fig.
4-5). Quartz deforms brittlely at temperatures below ~350°C (Fossen, 2016). If the quartz
displays primarily, but not exclusively, brittle deformation, it is likely that deformation occurred
in temperature conditions near the upper limit of brittle deformation mechanisms. Blue Ridge
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rocks display extremely low-grade metamorphism (anchizone metamorphism; see Sutton, 1971),
which suggests a temperature range of 350-450°C (Winter, 2010), and roughly agrees with the
estimates based on the macroscopic texture of the quartz sandstone in the cores bored from along
the Great Smoky fault.
Thin sections from samples taken from the northern horse display irregular grain
boundaries, pressure solution, and undulatory extinction in quartz grains (Figs. 4-11 and 4-12).
Clear subgrain development is present in one sample from within the Cochran Formation
immediately west the proposed fault zone through Little Mountain (Fig. 4-13). The finer-grained
Nebo Sandstone samples display irregular and lobate or “bulging” (BLG) grain boundaries,
undulatory extinction, and potentially the beginning of subgrain formation (Fig. 4-12). Bulging
recrystallization, undulatory extinction, and small recrystallized grains along grain boundaries
and fractures are common features of low-temperature (~300-400°C ) deformational mechanisms
corresponding to the BLG conditions outlined by Stipp et al. (2002), Stipp and Kunze (2008),
Stipp et al. (2010), and Grujic et al. (2011). The temperature ranges for these brittle mechanisms
agree closely with previous temperature estimates (e.g., Ross and Lewis, 1989; Hatcher, 1995;
Winter, 2010; Fossen, 2016).
Thin sections from the southern horse display bulging or lobate sutured grain boundaries
(indicating dynamic recrystallization and subgrain rotation), undulatory extinction, and more
clearly defined subgrain development (Fig. 4-14). Pressure solution stylolites are also present.
Many grains are fractured, and some are clearly faulted. The formation of truly lobate grain
boundaries, the minor elongation of some grains, the presence of deformation lamellae across
grain boundaries, and the development of polygonal subgrains suggest that this horse may have
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A

B
Figure 4-11. Photomicrographs of a quartz arenite (Nebo) sample taken from the top of the
highest ridge of Little Mountain. (A) Plane polarized light and (B) cross polarized light. Note
the irregular, “interlocking” grain boundaries (including incipient bulging) and the undulatory
extinction of some grains (white arrows). Field of view is 11.1 mm.
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B

Figure 4-12. Photomicrographs of the same sample as in Fig. 4-11. (A) Plane polarized light
and (B) cross polarized light. Note the bulging grain boundaries, undulatory extinction,
incipient development of subgrain boundaries in the larger grain (white arrows), and the
fractures infilled with small, recrystallized quartz. Field of view is 11.1 mm.
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B
Figure 4-13. Photomicrographs of coarse-grained quartz sandstone or conglomerate (Cochran
Fm.) from the northern horse. (A) Plane polarized light and (B) cross polarized light. Note the
quartz recrystallization textures, including some strongly bulging or lobate grain boundaries
(white arrows), as well as the undulatory extinction of several grains and the subgrain
boundary development of the large quartz grain on the right side of the image. Field of view
is 11.1 mm.
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A

B
Figure 4-14. Photomicrographs of a quartz arenite sample from the southern horse. (A) Plane
polarized light and (B) cross polarized light. Note the bulging grain boundaries, undulatory
extinction, and clear subgrain development in the larger quartz grains. Some grains appear to
be flattened and display deformation lamellae (white arrows) Note also the stylolite in the top
right corner of A. Field of view is 11.1 mm.
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undergone more intense deformation at slightly higher temperatures than the northern horse.
Grain boundary migration is the dominant recrystallization mechanism at higher temperatures,
generally above 500°C (Stipp et al., 2002, 2010; Fossen, 2016), but the absence of elongated
ribbon quartz and enlarged subgrains (i.e., signs of grain boundary migration) as well as the
absence of new minerals (e.g. chlorite, sericite) suggests that this sample, while potentially
undergoing slightly higher deformational pressures and temperatures than those from the
northern horse, stayed well below 500°C (see also Stipp et al., 2010). The stylolite also suggests
a much lower temperature, likely not exceeding 350°C. The textures in samples from the
southern horse (Fig. 4-14) fall clearly within the BLG zone of Stipp et al. (2002), placing a
maximum deformational temperature of ~350-400°C (see summary in Table 4-1). Additionally,
the consistent orientation deformation lamellae across multiple quartz grains suggests that this
deformation was not inherited from the source rock of the quartz grains but rather occurred after
deposition and lithification of the Chilhowee Group sediments.
Thin sections from feldspathic sandstones in the Wilhite Formation (Fig. 4-15) display
strong subgrain boundary development resulting in “chessboard” extinction (Stipp et. al., 2002)
within large quartz crystals in a matrix of clays and quartz microcrystals. Many quartz and
feldspar grains are fractured and often angular, and all samples are very poorly sorted. Thin
sections from the more quartz-rich sandstones in the Wilhite reveal poorly sorted quartz grains
with undulatory extinction, strongly lobate grain boundaries, and exsolution lamellae in a matrix
of sericite (Fig. 4-16). There are also several deformed mica grains in these quartz-rich samples
that display an internal sense of shear, but they do not align with any similarly oriented fabrics in
the surrounding rock, which suggests that these micas are detrital and were sheared prior to their
incorporation within the sandstones, much like the quartz grains. Thin sections made from the
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Table 4-1: Summary of observed microstructures in thin sections and their corresponding
deformation conditions (temperature ranges).

Deformation Conditions in Quartz
(Temperature)

Microstructures

Pressure solution (tectonic stylolites)

300-350°C

Deformation lamellae

300-380°C

Brittle deformation (upper limit)

~350°C

Bulging grain boundaries

300-400°C

Subgrain formation (initiation)

300-350°C

Undulatory extinction

300-400°C
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A

B
Figure 4-15. Photomicrographs of typically feldspathic sandstone within the Wilhite
Formation. (A) Plane polarized light and (B) cross polarized light. Note the undulatory
extinction, polygonal subgrain formation and resultant “chessboard” extinction (white
arrows), composition of the matrix, and the angularity and orientation of quartz grains. Field
of view is 11.1 mm.
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A

B
Figure 4-16. Photomicrographs of quartz-rich sandstone from the Wilhite Formation. (A)
Plane polarized light and (B) cross polarized light. Note the undulatory extinction (white
arrows) and irregular (lobate) grain boundaries in quartz, as well as the increase in opaque
minerals. Note also the deformed detrital mica grain in the center. Field of view is 11.1 mm.
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extremely coarse conglomerates of the Wilhite show “amoeboid” subgrain boundaries (including
dissection microstructures; see Stipp et al., 2002 and Stipp et al., 2010) and undulatory extinction
in enormous quartz grains (Fig. 4-17). The “chessboard” extinction, amoeboid subgrain
boundaries and dissection microstructures, and very large recrystallized grain sizes suggest that
these quartz grains underwent temperatures around 600-650°C (Stipp et al., 2002; Stipp and
Kunze, 2008; Stipp et al., 2010; Grujic et al., 2011), where grain boundary migration (GBM) is
the dominant deformational mechanism. The grains displaying high-temperature deformation are
detrital, because the mineral assemblages observed in the Wilhite sandstones suggest only lowgrade (chlorite-grade) metamorphism (Sutton, 1971). Quartz, muscovite, and chlorite comprise
the bulk of the composition of Wilhite rocks, with albite, microcline, paragonite, and dolomite
present (in various combinations) in only minor amounts.

Development of Horses
A horse (sometimes called a “fault slice”) is an out-of-sequence mass of rock completely
bounded by faults (Helton, 1979; Boyer and Elliott, 1982; Butler, 1982; Duddy, 1986; Mitra and
Boyer, 1986). Horses can be derived from either the footwall or the hanging wall of a thrust fault
(Fig. 4-18) and are often found along major thrusts (King, 1964; Neuman and Nelson, 1965;
Knipe, 1985). Horses may function as asperities—surface irregularities or displaced masses of
strong rock that typically resist (but may also locally enhance) motion along a fault—as they are
removed by and incorporated into the overriding thrust sheet (Ruff and Kanamori, 1983; Knipe,
1985; Childs et al., 2009).
The Chilhowee Group represents fluvial-to-marine, late synrift or early rift-to-drift clastic
sediments deposited within a range of facies, from terrestrial but relatively nearshore fluvial
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A

B

Figure 4-17. Photomicrographs of coarse conglomerate from the Wilhite Formation. (A)
Plane polarized light and (B) cross polarized light. Note the large grain size and the strongly
developed subgrain boundaries in the quartz grain (white arrows). Field of view is 11.1 mm.
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B

Figure 4-18: Idealized cross sections showing the development of horses. Dashed lines outline the horses to be derived from (A)
the hanging wall and (B) the footwall. Modeled after Hatcher (1995).
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environments to foreshore and shallow marine environments to stable marine shelf environments
(Whisonant, 1974; Cudzil and Driese, 1987; Walker, 1990; Smoot and Southworth, 2014). The
carbonates of the Shady Dolomite and Rome Formation, respectively, were deposited atop the
Chilhowee Group as the rifted margin developed into a stable carbonate platform, which was
later subaerially exposed at the end of the Early Ordovician and then re-submerged as a result of
eustatic sea-level change (Hatcher et al., 2007b). In the Middle Ordovician, a foredeep basin
developed along the Laurentian margin and was filled with clastic sediments derived from the
eastern margin as it was uplifted by westward-advancing Taconian arcs. The Taconic orogeny
deformed the Ocoee Supergroup, but there was limited cratonward transport, as indicated by a
lack of foreland deformation west of the trace of the Great Smoky thrust sheet (Carter, 1994).
To have been derived from the footwall of the Great Smoky thrust sheet, the horses in the
Parksville quadrangle would need to have been transported from very near the sedimentary basin
where the Chilhowee Group was deposited. The Chilhowee Group was deposited along the
Laurentian margin during the opening of the Iapetus ocean (Cudzil and Driese., 1987; Walker,
1990; Walker and Driese, 1991; Smoot and Southworth, 2014), which would have been a
minimum of several hundred kilometers southeast of the current location of the horses along the
frontal Blue Ridge (Thomas, 1991, 2006). Projecting from the Parksville quadrangle in the
opposite direction of movement on the Great Smoky fault to the location of the Laurentian
margin at the beginning of the Alleghanian orogeny in the southern Appalachians places the
margin (and thus the Chilhowee Group) roughly in modern central South Carolina (see Rodgers,
1970; Hatcher, 1972, 1989; Thomas, 1991, 2004, 2006; Hatcher et al., 2007b; Murphy et al.,
2010). This provides a minimum of roughly 200-250 mi (320-400 km) of displacement and
transport.
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During the Permian Alleghanian orogeny, the Chilhowee Group would have comprised
the footwall of what is now the front of the Blue Ridge-Piedmont megathrust / Great Smoky
thrust sheet for only a limited distance. The master décollement for the Blue Ridge-Piedmont
megathrust sheet likely formed within the ductile-brittle transition in crust that had been
previously deformed and metamorphosed during the Taconic orogeny (e.g., parts of the Ocoee
Supergroup underlying the Chilhowee Group) and then propagated cratonward through the
weaker clastic rocks of the Late Neoproterozoic or Early Cambrian, most likely in the Sandsuck
Formation (Hatcher and Hooper, 1992; Hatcher, 2002; Hatcher et al., 2007b). From there, the
detachment would have ramped through the more competent units in the Chilhowee Group (and
overlying Shady Dolomite) before propagating further cratonward in the weaker clastic-evaporite
succession of the Rome Formation. To arrive at their current position, the Chilhowee Group
horses in the Parksville quadrangle would had to have been plucked from the footwall shortly (in
geologic terms) after the beginning of the westward propagation of the Blue Ridge-Piedmont
megathrust sheet, and they would have needed to travel beneath the thrust sheet for the
potentially several hundred kilometer journey to its present location.
The horses in the Parksville quadrangle appear to be upright, dipping at an angle of 35° to
40° southeast / east-southeast, and are not strongly folded, which suggests that they have not
been rotated from a previously hinterland-dipping orientation through prolonged tectonic
transport and have not been extensively deformed. Their orientation and lack of penetrative
deformation beyond the immediate vicinity of their bounding faults suggests that the horses in
the Parksville quadrangle have not been transported the many kilometers needed from the
Laurentian margin to their current location, and thus were not derived from the footwall of the
Blue Ridge-Piedmont megathrust / Great Smoky thrust sheet. Similarly, the meso- and
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microstructures observed in hand samples and thin sections indicate a maximum deformation
temperature of 300-400°C (Hatcher, 1995; see “Hand Sample and Thin Section Analysis”
above), which would be an unusually low temperature for a small body of rock transported the
distances required to have been derived from the already metamorphosed footwall (Edelman,
1991; Connelly and Woodward, 1992).
The Chilhowee Group horses in the Parksville quadrangle were almost certainly derived
from the hanging wall of the Great Smoky thrust sheet as it ramped through the Chilhowee and
the overlying Shady Dolomite. The Chilhowee Group rests in the hanging wall of the Great
Smoky fault in its normal stratigraphic sequence along the frontal Blue Ridge in the Parksville
quadrangle. The Chilhowee Group on Bean Mountain lies conformably on the Sandsuck
Formation (Rackley, 1951; Hardeman, 1966; Sutton, 1971), and was transported intact in the
hanging wall of the Great Smoky thrust sheet as it detached within the Sandsuck to its current
location. In numerous other locations along the frontal Blue Ridge (e.g., Phillips, 1952;
Hamilton, 1961; King, 1964; Neuman and Nelson, 1965; Keller, 1980; Carter, 1994) the
Chilhowee Group remains an integral part of the hanging wall. As a result, if the horses in the
Parksville quadrangle were derived from the hanging wall, they could have been plucked out
relatively close to their current locations and transported only a few kilometers or less, and
potentially far less. It therefore seems far more likely that the Chilhowee Group horses along the
Great Smoky fault in the Parksville quadrangle were derived from the hanging wall of the Blue
Ridge-Piedmont megathrust / Great Smoky thrust sheet as it ramped over strong platform
sedimentary rocks. This fragmentation of the hanging wall likely occurred a considerable
distance inland (cratonward) from the location of the rift basin in which the Chilhowee Group
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was deposited along the Laurentian margin where the Chilhowee would have comprised the
footwall of the Blue Ridge-Piedmont megathrust / Great Smoky thrust sheet.

Controls on Thrust-Belt Curvature
The strike of the frontal Blue Ridge changes from roughly 010° to 045° at or very near
the location of the Chilhowee Group horses along the Great Smoky fault in the Parksville
quadrangle (Figs. 1-1 and 1-2). This curvature defines the southernmost limb of the Tennessee
salient, which is a convex-cratonward arc of roughly 30-35° in the structural front of the Blue
Ridge in northwestern Georgia, eastern Tennessee, and southwest Virginia (Marshak, 2004;
Hatcher et al., 2007b; Hnat et al., 2009; Whisner, 2010; Hnat and van der Pluijm, 2011). Most
fold-thrust belts around the world display variations in geometry along strike as salients and
recesses (Mitra, 1997; Macedo and Marshak, 1999; Marshak, 2004). A salient can be either nonrotational (also referred to as “primary”), which means it was formed with an initially curved
trace and underwent no rotation around a vertical axis, or rotational (“secondary”), which means
it formed by the curving of an initially linear trace around a vertical axis (Marshak, 2004; Hnat
and van der Pluijm, 2011).
Several possible controls on the development of curves in fold-thrust belts have been
proposed. These include: (1) the shape of the original continental margin during the onset of
collision; (2) the shape of the crystalline indenter; (3) the presence and thickness of sedimentary
basins; (4) variations in the initial taper of the orogenic wedge; (5) basement topography and
lateral variations in the basal detachment; (6) along-strike changes in lithology or stratigraphic
thickness; (7) the presence and nature of foreland or basement obstacles; (8) changes in the
direction of convergence and stress orientation; (9) timing of deformation and previous
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generations of deformation; and others (Thomas, 1977, 1991; Marshak et al., 1992; Boyer, 1995;
Gray and Stomatakos, 1997; Mitra, 1997; Macedo and Marshak, 1999; Marshak, 2004; Thomas,
2004; Wise, 2004; Hnat et al., 2009; Whisner, 2010). For the Tennessee salient, four potential
controls have been suggested: the irregular shape of the Laurentian rifted margin, the distribution
and thickness of major sedimentary basins, the irregular shape of the Blue Ridge-Piedmont
megathrust sheet during the Alleghanian, and variations in the dip and topography of basement
(Thomas, 1977; Hatcher, 1989; Macedo and Marshak, 1999; Thomas, 2004; Hatcher et al.,
2007b; Whisner, 2010).
To differentiate between basin-controlled and indenter-controlled salients, Macedo and
Marshak (1999) developed an experimental method based upon the patterns of “trend lines” (i.e.,
the orientations of fold trends and the strikes of major faults (Fig. 4-19) in fold-thrust belts, and
they compared the results of this method against 20 salients from thrust belts around the world.
According to their model, a salient is basin-controlled if the position and orientation of the
salient directly reflects the geometry of the predeformational sedimentary basin in which the
salient formed; basin-controlled salients develop in the portion of the basin with the thickest
sedimentary deposition. A salient is indenter-controlled if the geometry of the leading edge of
the salient closely reflects the shape of the hinterland indenter; indenter-controlled salients
develop at the front of the indenter because horizontal shortening occurs at the leading edge of
the indenter before it occurs in adjacent regions (Macedo and Marshak, 1999; Marshak, 2004).
Macedo and Marshak (1999) observed that trend lines converge at the end points of a
salient if the salient is basin-controlled, while trend lines converge at the apex of the salient if the
salient is indenter-controlled (Fig. 4-19). Trend lines in the Tennessee salient converge at the
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Figure 4-19. The six types of map-view trend-line patterns observed in salients. (A) Parallel trend-line pattern. (B) Symmetrically
convergent trend-line pattern (i.e., convergent to both ends). (C) Asymmetrically convergent trend-line pattern (i.e., convergent to
only one end). (D) Divergent trend-line pattern. (E) Truncated trend-line pattern. (F) “Chaotic” trend-line pattern. Note: The
straight line represents a hypothetical reference line, the ends of which are indicated by triangles, and the leading, unbroken curved
line represents the leading edge of the salient, while the smaller lines within represent trend lines. From Macedo and Marshak
(1999).
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apex of the salient (see Fig. 4-19D), which strongly suggests that it is indenter-controlled. Later
work with paleomagnetic declination in suitably magnetized minerals (Hnat et al., 2009; Hnat
and van der Pluijm, 2011) and the non-standard palinspastic restoration of cross sections across
the Tennessee salient (Hatcher et al., 2007b; Whisner, 2010) suggests that the curvature in the
Tennessee salient is primary—that is, it developed with an originally curved trace rather than
developing from the later curvature of an originally straight trace—and that the radial paleostress
regime matches the geometry of the Blue Ridge-Piedmont indenter and was imparted during
thrusting, with very little or no rotation after the emplacement of the thrust sheet. The
convergence of several major faults along the southern limb of the Tennessee salient, however,
cannot be explained solely through control by indenter shape.
Hatcher et al. (2007b, their Figure 8) and Whisner (2010) suggested that changes in the
dip of the basement surface in this region (Fig. 3-6) more accurately explain the geometry of the
southern limb of the salient and likely exerted major influence on the shape of the southern
Appalachians as a whole. Variations in basement topography across strike could cause
corresponding variations in foreland progression of the thrust sheet. Cratonward propagation
would be impeded where the dip of basement is steepest or where sharp contrasts or “steps” in
topography—such as steep normal faults created during Neoproterozoic to Cambrian rifting—
underlie the thrust sheet. Such variations in the basement surface occur at southernmost extent of
the Tennessee salient, and the outline of the thrust belt from northern-central Alabama to
southeastern Tennessee roughly mirrors the shape of this surface (Hatcher et al., 2007b).
The horses in the Parksville quadrangle likely had little effect upon the emplacement of
the Great Smoky thrust sheet. Horses can function as asperities along fault surfaces, inhibiting
forward (cratonward) movement (Ruff and Kanamori, 1983; Childs et al., 2009), yet the horses
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in the Parksville quadrangle occur at the point of greatest cratonward extent of the frontal Blue
Ridge rather than a position at which the forward motion of the thrust sheet has been inhibited,
which would locally resemble a recess rather than a salient. The geologic map of Tennessee
(Hardeman, 1966) displays at least 5-10 large horses along the Great Smoky fault at the current
erosion level, and the majority of these are comprised of or contain Chilhowee Group rocks.
There is no systematic trend in the geometry of the Great Smoky fault at the locations of these
horses, however, which further suggests that the emplacement of horses does not consistently
affect the development of salients (or recesses) along the leading edge of a thrust sheet.
The closest model to explaining the potential effect of the emplacement of the horses on
the shape of the frontal Blue Ridge may be the obstacle-controlled salient model. If the horses in
the Parksville quadrangle are treated similar to major foreland basement obstacles (i.e., basement
highs), the trend lines of the Tennessee salient should be similar to those of other obstaclecontrolled thrust-belt curves. When a fold-thrust belt interacts with a foreland basement obstacle,
a recess develops at the location of the obstacle and a salient forms on either side of it (Macedo
and Marshak, 1999; Marshak, 2004). Faults that develop after interaction with the obstacle
develop with an initially curved trace. The faults that developed prior to interaction with the
obstacle, however, develop a secondary curvature of their originally straight traces as they
intersect the obstacle. As mentioned above, recent work (e.g., Hatcher et al., 2007b; Hnat et al.,
2009; Whisner, 2010; Hnat and van der Pluijm, 2011) has demonstrated that the curvature of the
Tennessee salient is primary. The geometry of the Tennessee salient does not match that of an
obstacle-controlled curve. The occurrence of the Chilhowee Group horses at the farthest
westward (cratonward) extent of the frontal Blue Ridge, rather than at a location of inhibited
foreland movement, suggests that the horses exerted little or no influence on the curvature of the
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frontal Blue Ridge / Great Smoky thrust sheet in the Parksville quadrangle. The convergence of
trend lines at the apex of the Tennessee salient strongly suggests that the major control on the
salient was the irregular shape of the Blue Ridge-Piedmont megathrust sheet (Macedo and
Marshak, 1999; Marshak, 2004; Hatcher et al., 2007b; Whisner, 2010). Additional factors almost
certainly affected the development of the Tennessee salient to varying degrees, including the
changes in basement gradient / topography along strike and the irregular shape of the continental
margin (Thomas, 2004; Hatcher et al., 2007b; Whisner, 2010).
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
1) The lithologies of the horses along the Great Smoky fault in the Parksville quadrangle
have been determined through detailed geologic mapping and the analysis of both hand samples
and thin section samples. The northern horse underlying Little and Sugarloaf Mountains consists
of a slice of Nebo Sandstone in thrust contact with an incomplete section of the Cochran
Formation. The observation of the trace fossil Skolithos linearis in the stratigraphically
uppermost sandstones on Little Mountain and their quartz-rich lithology helped identify these
rocks as Nebo Sandstone, while the observation of coarser and sometimes maroon-colored
sandstones and conglomerates in the stratigraphically lower sections of the horse helped
positively identify these rocks as part of the Cochran Formation. The absence of most or all of
the stratigraphically intermediate Nichols Shale, the presence of cataclastic textures in hand
samples gathered along the ridges of Little Mountain, and the occurrence of pressure solution,
recrystallization, subgrain development, and other deformational textures in thin sections are
strong evidence for the existence and location of this newly proposed fault within the northern
Chilhowee Group horse.
2) The southern horse consists entirely of Cochran Formation conglomerate and
sandstone. Rocks of the southern horse contain larger and more numerous tectonic quartz veins
than rocks of the northern horse, although both horses display pervasive quartz veining. No
Skolithos fossils were recognized in the southern horse, and the vitreous, white to pinkish-white
quartz arenites seen in the Nebo Sandstone of the northern horse were not observed here. The
southern horse extends substantially farther to the north-northeast than was previously mapped.
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3) The Chilhowee Group horses in the Parksville quadrangle appear to be upright and
lack strong penetrative deformation, although they display intense brittle and semi-ductile
deformation near the Great Smoky fault zone, as observed in thin sections and core samples from
the fault zone. To have been derived from the footwall of the Blue Ridge-Piedmont / Great
Smoky thrust sheet, the horses would have been transported many hundreds of kilometers
cratonward beneath the thrust sheet from their original depocenter along the Laurentian passive
margin. The horses in the Parksville quadrangle do not display the orientation or degree of
deformation that would be expected from prolonged exposure to such tectonic conditions. The
horses were instead likely derived from the hanging wall of the Great Smoky thrust sheet as it
ramped upward through competent platform sedimentary rocks, possibly the carbonates of the
Cambrian-Lower Ordovician Knox Group.
4) The emplacement of Chilhowee Group horses along the Great Smoky fault likely had
no effect upon the development of the southern limb of the Tennessee salient and the change in
strike of the frontal Blue Ridge that occurs in or very near the Parksville quadrangle. Horses may
act as asperities along a fault surface, which can locally inhibit the motion of the overriding
thrust sheet but is unlikely to alter the geometry of the leading edge of the thrust sheet.
Numerous horses occur along the Great Smoky fault in East Tennessee, including horses
comprised of or containing the Chilhowee Group, yet no consistent change in the geometry of
the fault is observed at these locations. Analysis of trend lines, paleomagnetic declination, and
retrodeformed cross sections restored with non-traditional techniques suggests that the curvature
of the Tennessee salient is primary (i.e., it developed in an originally curved form) and controlled
by some combination of indenter shape (i.e., the shape of the Blue Ridge-Piedmont crystalline
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thrust sheet) and basement gradient and topography. There are no mechanisms currently
proposed through which the emplacement of horses would initiate curvature in a thrust belt.
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List of stations, station type, dip and strike (if applicable), and the tentative group or formation as
identified in the field. Does not include data from Sutton (1971).
Name
Station 514
Station 513
Station 512
Station 511
Station 510
Station 509
Station 508
Station 507
Station 506
Station 505
Station 504
Station 503
Station 502
Station 501
Station 500
Station 499
Station 498
Station 497
Station 496
Station 495
Station 494
Station 493
Station 492
Station 491
Station 490
Station 489
Station 488
Station 487
Station 486
Station 485
Station 484
Station 483
Station 482
Station 481
Station 480
Station 479
Station 478
Station 477
Station 476
Station 475
Station 474
Station 473
Station 472
Station 471
Station 470
Station 469
Station 468
Station 467

Latitude
35.10164
35.09691
35.09674
35.0966
35.09669
35.09649
35.09676
35.09661
35.04401
35.04478
35.00133
35.00286
35.00134
35.00538
35.00625
35.01114
35.01094
35.0081
35.01934
35.02011
35.02066
35.02286
35.02377
35.025
35.02702
35.03169
35.03337
35.03462
35.03689
35.03596
35.0352
35.03479
35.03018
35.02923
35.02883
35.02866
35.03121
35.03339
35.03694
35.0374
35.03734
35.03747
35.03816
35.03835
35.0385
35.03875
35.03886
35.02802

Longitude
-84.638522
-84.647271
-84.647372
-84.647411
-84.647586
-84.647684
-84.648082
-84.648409
-84.682686
-84.683138
-84.712742
-84.720256
-84.70985
-84.70767
-84.706973
-84.706723
-84.705221
-84.702884
-84.687844
-84.688161
-84.690335
-84.690789
-84.690219
-84.690376
-84.687624
-84.68675
-84.679092
-84.678913
-84.679171
-84.678686
-84.678882
-84.678929
-84.674393
-84.67528
-84.675498
-84.675553
-84.67288
-84.67164
-84.672863
-84.67271
-84.672533
-84.672326
-84.672072
-84.671452
-84.671841
-84.671533
-84.671524
-84.700542

Type
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
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Dip
N/A
N/A
34
N/A
N/A
12
N/A
52
36
N/A
19
38
36
27
N/A
35
26
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
29
25
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Strike
N/A
N/A
15
N/A
N/A
21
N/A
313
31
N/A
70
261
66
50
N/A
49
83
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
33
28
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Group/Formation
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo
Copper Ridge
Chilhowee—Cochran (?)
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Chapman Ridge
Chapman Ridge
Chapman Ridge
Chapman Ridge
Chapman Ridge
Chapman Ridge
Wilhite
Wilhite
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Athens Shale

Station 466
Station 465
Station 464
Station 463
Station 462
Station 461
Station 460
Station 459
Station 458
Station 457
Station 456
Station 455
Station 454
Station 453
Station 452
Station 451
Station 450
Station 449
Station 448
Station 447
Station 446
Station 445
Station 444
Station 443
Station 442
Station 441
Station 440
Station 439
Station 438
Station 437
Station 436
Station 435
Station 434
Station 433
Station 432
Station 431
Station 430
Station 429
Station 428
Station 427
Station 426
Station 425
Station 424
Station 423
Station 422
Station 421
Station 420
Station 419
Station 418
Station 417
Station 416
Station 415
Station 414

35.03116
35.03224
35.06035
35.07732
35.07778
35.0789
35.0764
35.07296
35.06598
35.08167
35.09247
35.09312
35.0935
35.09847
35.09519
35.10193
35.11452
35.03218
35.03379
35.03342
35.03274
35.03223
35.03174
35.03382
35.03575
35.03493
35.03745
35.03802
35.0382
35.03923
35.03977
35.03979
35.03972
35.03971
35.03993
35.03955
35.03944
35.03892
35.03067
35.02842
35.02794
35.02713
35.03819
35.03703
35.037
35.03685
35.03693
35.0369
35.03711
35.03749
35.03706
35.03629
35.03451

-84.699691
-84.699565
-84.67423
-84.677248
-84.683914
-84.679607
-84.675547
-84.677124
-84.678166
-84.672517
-84.675547
-84.691767
-84.688242
-84.685664
-84.688778
-84.69979
-84.723561
-84.683301
-84.682313
-84.681468
-84.67993
-84.679573
-84.678938
-84.677639
-84.674935
-84.673181
-84.672465
-84.672427
-84.672231
-84.671829
-84.671138
-84.671048
-84.670702
-84.670367
-84.670207
-84.669775
-84.670505
-84.6712
-84.662403
-84.665115
-84.66661
-84.668596
-84.671429
-84.673637
-84.674026
-84.674878
-84.675643
-84.676146
-84.675759
-84.675961
-84.676546
-84.676694
-84.677371

Bedding
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Cleavage
Lithology / Other
Cleavage
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
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44
50
N/A
36
N/A
N/A
N/A
21
N/A
34
N/A
N/A
N/A
39
N/A
33
N/A
18
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
32
N/A
60
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

21
22
N/A
205
N/A
N/A
N/A
239
N/A
231
N/A
N/A
N/A
290
N/A
14
N/A
26
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
38
N/A
45
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Lenoir Limestone
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Upper Knox
Upper Knox
Athens Shale
Upper Knox
Copper Ridge
Athens Shale
Copper Ridge
Copper Ridge
Copper Ridge
Athens Shale
Maynardville Limestone
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Chilhowee—Cochran (?)
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Chilhowee—Cochran (?)
Wilhite
Chilhowee—Cochran (?)
Chilhowee—Cochran (?)
Wilhite
Chilhowee—Cochran (?)

Station 413
Station 412
Station 411
Station 410
Station 409
Station 408
Station 407
Station 406
Station 405
Station 404
Station 403
Station 402
Station 401
Station 400
Station 399
Station 398
Station 397
Station 396
Station 395
Station 394
Station 393
Station 392
Station 391
Station 390
Station 389
Station 388
Station 387
Station 386
Station 385
Station 384
Station 383
Station 382
Station 381
Station 380
Station 379
Station 378
Station 377
Station 376
Station 375
Station 374
Station 373
Station 372
Station 371
Station 370
Station 369
Station 368
Station 367
Station 366
Station 365
Station 364
Station 363
Station 362
Station 361

35.03442
35.03372
35.03795
35.03876
35.07929
35.08057
35.05297
35.01279
35.09245
35.09528
35.089
35.08795
35.08712
35.09676
35.11124
35.1115
35.1145
35.11229
35.11112
35.11196
35.1119
35.11175
35.11133
35.11117
35.10436
35.10733
35.10713
35.1083
35.11244
35.11705
35.11818
35.11955
35.12235
35.11949
35.12124
35.12485
35.10894
35.10884
35.10883
35.09566
35.01077
35.05334
35.06273
35.06361
35.06347
35.06335
35.06243
35.06335
35.06444
35.06641
35.01207
35.01269
35.01343

-84.674743
-84.67304
-84.671279
-84.667788
-84.666366
-84.666376
-84.677128
-84.727973
-84.674953
-84.664792
-84.66897
-84.669531
-84.669867
-84.653455
-84.681945
-84.68238
-84.686631
-84.687732
-84.686376
-84.690045
-84.689702
-84.689555
-84.688214
-84.687869
-84.691118
-84.689221
-84.688987
-84.687816
-84.680127
-84.679882
-84.682798
-84.677538
-84.672523
-84.693374
-84.703805
-84.710879
-84.659431
-84.659664
-84.659849
-84.729772
-84.72231
-84.65744
-84.646814
-84.647259
-84.64956
-84.650486
-84.651547
-84.652161
-84.6524
-84.649203
-84.687876
-84.687949
-84.689985

Bedding
Cleavage
Cleavage
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Cleavage
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Bedding
Cleavage
Cleavage
Cleavage
Bedding
Cleavage
Bedding
Cleavage
Cleavage
Cleavage
Lithology / Other
Cleavage
Lithology / Other
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17
55
73
N/A
N/A
23
25
57
N/A
N/A
50
39
40
N/A
N/A
N/A
50
71
84
42
45
38
75
56
67
35
69
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
59
N/A
26
56
60
31
59
78
71
46
59
44
38
N/A
49
N/A

226
56
61
N/A
N/A
199
194
38
N/A
N/A
211
224
217
N/A
N/A
N/A
201
213
204
34
31
29
210
220
192
231
47
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
194
N/A
50
21
44
51
46
229
37
209
55
62
34
N/A
41
N/A

Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Copper Ridge
Copper Ridge
Lenoir Limestone
Lenoir Limestone
Lenoir Limestone
Copper Ridge
Copper Ridge
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Copper Ridge
Copper Ridge
Athens Shale
Copper Ridge
Copper Ridge
Lenoir Limestone
Middle Knox
Copper Ridge
Conasauga
Conasauga
Conasauga
Maynardville Limestone
Athens Shale
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite

Station 360
Station 359
Station 358
Station 357
Station 356
Station 355
Station 354
Station 353
Station 352
Station 351
Station 350
Station 349
Station 348
Station 347
Station 346
Station 345
Station 344
Station 343
Station 342
Station 341
Station 340
Station 339
Station 338
Station 337
Station 336
Station 335
Station 334
Station 333
Station 332
Station 331
Station 330
Station 329
Station 328
Station 327
Station 326
Station 325
Station 324
Station 323
Station 322
Station 321
Station 320
Station 319
Station 318
Station 317
Station 316
Station 315
Station 314
Station 313
Station 312
Station 311
Station 310
Station 309
Station 308

35.01545
35.01607
35.01972
35.01993
35.02026
35.02001
35.01852
35.01659
35.01505
35.01457
35.01417
35.01195
35.01067
35.01047
35.01017
35.00961
35.00955
35.00797
35.00792
35.00611
35.00597
35.0124
35.00907
35.00606
35.00581
35.00789
35.00622
35.00492
35.11136
35.11651
35.11143
35.11165
35.11352
35.11167
35.10874
35.11459
35.11503
35.05654
35.06392
35.06545
35.06795
35.06845
35.06699
35.06723
35.07718
35.07799
35.07797
35.07184
35.07053
35.07006
35.06887
35.0677
35.06579

-84.689297
-84.690117
-84.690128
-84.689905
-84.689882
-84.690744
-84.692006
-84.692213
-84.692567
-84.692083
-84.691825
-84.692578
-84.692581
-84.692643
-84.692702
-84.692518
-84.691334
-84.69003
-84.689486
-84.692928
-84.69286
-84.709194
-84.702721
-84.710176
-84.710058
-84.708327
-84.708573
-84.708344
-84.631711
-84.634128
-84.634837
-84.634614
-84.632047
-84.631593
-84.631647
-84.625607
-84.62571
-84.639823
-84.637874
-84.639097
-84.638953
-84.640644
-84.644314
-84.64359
-84.635096
-84.635066
-84.632417
-84.627181
-84.627069
-84.632286
-84.631013
-84.633648
-84.632743

Cleavage
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Cleavage
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Cleavage
Cleavage
Cleavage
Bedding
Cleavage
Cleavage
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Cleavage
Cleavage
Bedding
Cleavage
Cleavage
Cleavage
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54
N/A
87
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
59
N/A
N/A
39
45
35
25
22
35
N/A
N/A
24
N/A
45
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
24
23
N/A
34
27
31
46
45
49
N/A
N/A
N/A
35
33
46
49
35
60

22
N/A
171
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
54
N/A
N/A
32
38
24
40
26
40
N/A
N/A
28
N/A
43
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
340
343
N/A
30
29
33
251
31
24
N/A
N/A
N/A
42
21
230
29
44
41

Wilhite
Chilhowee—Cochran
Wilhite
Wilhite
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Athens Shale
Chapman Ridge
Chapman Ridge
Chapman Ridge
Chapman Ridge
Chapman Ridge
Chapman Ridge
Sandsuck
Chilhowee
Chilhowee
Chilhowee
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite

Station 307
Station 306
Station 305
Station 304
Station 303
Station 302
Station 301
Station 300
Station 299
Station 298
Station 297
Station 296
Station 295
Station 294
Station 293
Station 292
Station 291
Station 290
Station 289
Station 288
Station 287
Station 286
Station 285
Station 284
Station 283
Station 282
Station 281
Station 280
Station 279
Station 278
Station 277
Station 276
Station 275
Station 274
Station 273
Station 272
Station 271
Station 270
Station 269
Station 268
Station 267
Station 266
Station 265
Station 264
Station 263
Station 262
Station 261
Station 260
Station 259
Station 258
Station 257
Station 256
Station 255

35.06625
35.06604
35.06703
35.07458
35.07473
35.07444
35.07459
35.07245
35.07299
35.07265
35.0727
35.07316
35.07247
35.07248
35.07256
35.07266
35.07294
35.07781
35.07761
35.07898
35.04394
35.04394
35.04378
35.0437
35.03251
35.02912
35.01168
35.01096
35.01083
35.01103
35.01184
35.01168
35.01315
35.01303
35.01313
35.01331
35.01361
35.0138
35.01422
35.09189
35.08892
35.08826
35.08705
35.08619
35.08579
35.08419
35.08497
35.0858
35.08589
35.08691
35.08722
35.08896
35.08895

-84.633133
-84.636883
-84.636478
-84.647575
-84.647574
-84.64609
-84.64625
-84.646641
-84.646992
-84.647782
-84.647845
-84.647715
-84.648441
-84.649085
-84.649223
-84.649282
-84.649646
-84.652025
-84.65238
-84.65367
-84.700063
-84.700063
-84.699775
-84.699147
-84.709676
-84.708406
-84.72157
-84.721878
-84.722064
-84.723162
-84.725402
-84.726017
-84.728383
-84.728272
-84.733485
-84.733368
-84.733359
-84.733336
-84.733259
-84.69574
-84.697394
-84.698131
-84.69872
-84.700073
-84.70011
-84.703783
-84.704074
-84.703268
-84.702904
-84.700917
-84.702058
-84.700626
-84.699227

Bedding
Cleavage
Cleavage
Cleavage
Bedding
Bedding
Cleavage
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
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60
50
61
70
31
42
61
55
54
51
N/A
N/A
25
53
35
80
65
N/A
N/A
N/A
26
14
15
9
20
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
57
39
38
56
60
N/A
38
36
39
41
26
35
N/A
N/A
29
N/A
27
31
35
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

65
34
39
26
335
324
21
333
341
343
N/A
N/A
14
335
165
50
99
N/A
N/A
N/A
31
25
28
22
15
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
21
7
15
28
31
N/A
23
22
25
24
24
140
N/A
N/A
22
N/A
24
32
21
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Chilhowee (?)
Chilhowee (?)
Chilhowee (?)
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Upper Knox
Upper Knox
Upper Knox
Upper Knox
Upper Knox
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale

Station 254
Station 253
Station 252
Station 251
Station 250
Station 249
Station 248
Station 247
Station 246
Station 245
Station 244
Station 243
Station 242
Station 241
Station 240
Station 239
Station 238
Station 237
Station 236
Station 235
Station 234
Station 233
Station 232
Station 231
Station 230
Station 229
Station 228
Station 227
Station 226
Station 225
Station 224
Station 223
Station 222
Station 221
Station 220
Station 219
Station 218
Station 217
Station 216
Station 215
Station 214
Station 213
Station 212
Station 211
Station 210
Station 209
Station 208
Station 207
Station 206
Station 205
Station 204
Station 203
Station 202

35.09124
35.09179
35.09117
35.0947
35.0942
35.09108
35.09116
35.09166
35.09188
35.09276
35.09298
35.09364
35.09397
35.09478
35.09448
35.09459
35.09537
35.0956
35.11337
35.1134
35.11336
35.11361
35.11401
35.11407
35.11457
35.11479
35.11487
35.11404
35.11284
35.10056
35.1009
35.0987
35.09704
35.09707
35.09723
35.09754
35.10465
35.10487
35.10499
35.10539
35.10554
35.10685
35.10734
35.10742
35.10681
35.10675
35.10659
35.1066
35.10615
35.10658
35.1062
35.10592
35.10558

-84.699157
-84.697882
-84.696922
-84.694782
-84.696267
-84.696298
-84.696464
-84.696328
-84.696325
-84.696006
-84.696227
-84.695969
-84.695992
-84.696146
-84.696206
-84.696528
-84.696628
-84.695386
-84.688496
-84.688422
-84.688697
-84.688656
-84.688424
-84.688334
-84.688086
-84.688081
-84.688332
-84.690265
-84.691405
-84.646463
-84.646372
-84.646088
-84.647656
-84.647638
-84.647776
-84.64821
-84.634182
-84.63411
-84.633517
-84.633652
-84.633589
-84.633496
-84.633607
-84.633794
-84.633696
-84.633813
-84.633907
-84.634237
-84.634533
-84.634602
-84.635222
-84.635197
-84.635612

Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Cleavage
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
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N/A
N/A
27
N/A
40
33
N/A
32
25
N/A
26
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
51
33
21
N/A
44
45
35
57
N/A
N/A
N/A
43
37
24
40
29
20
N/A
34
71
N/A
29
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
18
N/A
20
37
N/A
26
15
N/A
41
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
41
40
35
N/A
39
25
31
152
N/A
N/A
N/A
280
52
45
344
342
28
N/A
231
133
N/A
248
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Cochran
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck

Station 201
Station 200
Station 199
Station 198
Station 197
Station 196
Station 195
Station 194
Station 193
Station 192
Station 191
Station 190
Station 189
Station 188
Station 187
Station 186
Station 185
Station 184
Station 183
Station 182
Station 181
Station 180
Station 179
Station 178
Station 177
Station 176
Station 175
Station 174
Station 173
Station 172
Station 171
Station 170
Station 169
Station 168
Station 167
Station 166
Station 165
Station 164
Station 163
Station 162
Station 161
Station 160
Station 159
Station 158
Station 157
Station 156
Station 155
Station 154
Station 153
Station 152
Station 151
Station 150
Station 149

35.1058
35.10525
35.10529
35.10532
35.10537
35.1051
35.10491
35.10521
35.11315
35.11323
35.11549
35.1175
35.11725
35.11714
35.11659
35.12459
35.10915
35.11254
35.1125
35.10904
35.10871
35.10799
35.10716
35.10678
35.1059
35.10526
35.10505
35.10497
35.10479
35.10461
35.10463
35.10029
35.10527
35.10683
35.10821
35.11132
35.11164
35.11122
35.10885
35.10773
35.1052
35.10537
35.10508
35.10275
35.10271
35.09051
35.09107
35.09142
35.09141
35.09195
35.09215
35.09166
35.0912

-84.635816
-84.636104
-84.636049
-84.635996
-84.635651
-84.635519
-84.634485
-84.63436
-84.698677
-84.699039
-84.699791
-84.699477
-84.699467
-84.699831
-84.699806
-84.665365
-84.652307
-84.638674
-84.638843
-84.639851
-84.639792
-84.639992
-84.640099
-84.640591
-84.641233
-84.641458
-84.641821
-84.641885
-84.642303
-84.642514
-84.642608
-84.646503
-84.646068
-84.64546
-84.645124
-84.645797
-84.647724
-84.651534
-84.646921
-84.648272
-84.650545
-84.651108
-84.651477
-84.65271
-84.651577
-84.649778
-84.649767
-84.649984
-84.64879
-84.648746
-84.649827
-84.649876
-84.65004

Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
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N/A
N/A
N/A
56
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
36
30
29
32
33
35
35
N/A
N/A
24
22
25
34
24
46
35
38
40
60
48
52
44
39
12
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
21
30
38
15
N/A
31
40
27

N/A
N/A
N/A
205
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
31
46
31
47
38
40
34
N/A
N/A
31
30
34
27
20
40
31
37
36
35
20
25
26
51
19
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
299
336
348
291
N/A
30
346
331

Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Upper Knox
Upper Knox
Upper Knox
Upper Knox
Upper Knox
Upper Knox
Upper Knox
Copper Ridge (?)
Copper Ridge
Chilhowee—Nebo (?)
Chilhowee—Nebo (?)
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo (?)
Chilhowee—Nebo (?)
Chilhowee—Nebo (?)
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Copper Ridge
Copper Ridge
Copper Ridge
Chilhowee—Cochran
Copper Ridge
Copper Ridge
Copper Ridge
Copper Ridge
Copper Ridge
Copper Ridge
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo
Chilhowee—Nebo

Station 148
Station 147
Station 146
Station 145
Station 144
Station 143
Station 142
Station 141
Station 140
Station 139
Station 138
Station 137
Station 136
Station 135
Station 134
Station 133
Station 132
Station 131
Station 130
Station 129
Station 128
Station 127
Station 126
Station 125
Station 124
Station 123
Station 122
Station 121
Station 120
Station 119
Station 118
Station 117
Station 116
Station 115
Station 114
Station 113
Station 112
Station 111
Station 110
Station 109
Station 108
Station 107
Station 106
Station 105
Station 104
Station 103
Station 102
Station 101
Station 100
Station 99
Station 98
Station 97
Station 96

35.08624
35.08619
35.08612
35.0844
35.08408
35.08332
35.08322
35.00406
35.00522
35.00599
35.01304
35.00722
35.00239
35.00302
35.0046
35.0055
35.00548
35.0052
35.00475
35.00358
35.00401
35.00431
35.00431
35.00396
35.00416
35.00531
35.04756
35.04774
35.023
35.02535
35.02537
35.04059
35.04353
35.0472
35.06688
35.07118
35.07149
35.0709
35.07139
35.07161
35.07105
35.07018
35.06997
35.07021
35.07471
35.0746
35.11099
35.11037
35.12022
35.08562
35.08218
35.08183
35.08137

-84.646701
-84.647049
-84.647182
-84.647796
-84.647788
-84.646358
-84.647237
-84.661545
-84.662462
-84.664767
-84.663701
-84.665989
-84.675747
-84.67602
-84.676611
-84.679032
-84.680285
-84.683398
-84.684338
-84.685958
-84.686378
-84.686698
-84.687263
-84.68773
-84.687895
-84.687809
-84.680484
-84.680966
-84.656451
-84.650881
-84.647572
-84.64064
-84.629954
-84.633326
-84.644657
-84.643407
-84.644383
-84.644348
-84.686417
-84.687394
-84.688985
-84.691891
-84.692196
-84.695604
-84.70065
-84.700985
-84.689581
-84.688805
-84.692311
-84.671755
-84.68723
-84.687854
-84.688101

Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
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44
67
48
33
38
64
49
14
26
21
47
43
36
39
30
39
39
60
57
63
40
37
47
43
40
31
16
11
45
46
66
19
34
32
38
28
35
21
35
29
16
10
16
8
15
14
34
58
15
37
63
61
46

349
255
326
320
350
223
330
45
10
40
294
30
16
22
14
21
17
36
236
265
20
19
15
16
25
17
49
254
30
31
40
33
25
26
49
33
27
55
199
176
209
201
204
252
231
316
17
202
46
209
351
342
350

Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Lenoir Limestone (?)
Lenoir Limestone
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale

Station 95
Station 94
Station 93
Station 92
Station 91
Station 90
Station 89
Station 88
Station 87
Station 86
Station 85
Station 84
Station 83
Station 82
Station 81
Station 80
Station 79
Station 78
Station 77
Station 76
Station 75
Station 74
Station 73
Station 72
Station 71
Station 70
Station 69
Station 68
Station 67
Station 66
Station 65
Station 64
Station 63
Station 62
Station 61
Station 60
Station 59
Station 58
Station 57
Station 56
Station 55
Station 54
Station 53
Station 52
Station 51
Station 50
Station 49
Station 48
Station 47
Station 46
Station 45
Station 44
Station 43

35.08212
35.08246
35.08249
35.08285
35.08335
35.08324
35.08641
35.09971
35.10152
35.00655
35.01722
35.00751
35.00444
35.01151
35.01287
35.06404
35.02598
35.02412
35.01199
35.0279
35.03556
35.04452
35.05239
35.05328
35.05402
35.05403
35.0551
35.05532
35.05783
35.05724
35.06013
35.0622
35.06651
35.06583
35.01772
35.0056
35.00503
35.02485
35.02475
35.02564
35.02868
35.10469
35.10052
35.10226
35.10237
35.10497
35.10107
35.09973
35.10722
35.10805
35.10786
35.10661
35.10517

-84.688393
-84.688036
-84.688323
-84.68879
-84.688621
-84.687199
-84.684643
-84.694255
-84.696595
-84.689953
-84.677662
-84.687043
-84.688163
-84.707839
-84.709381
-84.69817
-84.708398
-84.70908
-84.721445
-84.666565
-84.661086
-84.659585
-84.659179
-84.65643
-84.656076
-84.656272
-84.654429
-84.64901
-84.651668
-84.654053
-84.656249
-84.658039
-84.648704
-84.648416
-84.703454
-84.691849
-84.691245
-84.713742
-84.714241
-84.714348
-84.714768
-84.63402
-84.627653
-84.650203
-84.645553
-84.643167
-84.646235
-84.643834
-84.628807
-84.625594
-84.624347
-84.625609
-84.626574

Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Joint
Bedding
Cleavage
Bedding
Cleavage
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Cleavage
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Cleavage
Cleavage
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
142

66
40
73
62
30
41
64
29
44
39
14
58
34
34
25
13
12
22
37
28
32
16
39
28
40
20
67
28
31
74
36
37
41
46
7
36
37
6
14
29
20
29
18
N/A
37
37
45
54
18
20
32
16
15

353
336
2
352
5
4
180
51
258
149
67
30
24
49
40
237
30
46
215
35
36
17
33
49
37
38
75
56
39
54
45
52
5
18
157
19
140
108
126
195
54
230
315
N/A
76
34
51
41
339
334
331
19
16

Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Wilhite
Athens Shale
Chilhowee—Cochran (?)
Wilhite
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Copper Ridge
Chilhowee
Chilhowee
Chilhowee
Chilhowee
Sandsuck
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran
Chilhowee—Cochran

Station 42
Station 41
Station 40
Station 39
Station 38
Station 37
Station 36
Station 35
Station 34
Station 33
Station 32
Station 31
Station 30
Station 29
Station 28
Station 27
Station 26
Station 25
Station 24
Station 23
Station 22
Station 21
Station 20
Station 19
Station 18
Station 17
Station 16
Station 15
Station 14
Station 13
Station 12
Station 11
Station 10
Station 9
Station 8
Station 7
Station 6
Station 5
Station 4
Station 3
Station 2
Station 1

35.10458
35.1084
35.10892
35.11011
35.11185
35.10495
35.1054
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.10139
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.91335
35.10022

-84.627667
-84.639816
-84.63977
-84.639607
-84.636455
-84.631431
-84.631785
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-84.641092
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-83.886079
-84.634083

Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Bedding
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Bedding
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
Lithology / Other
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32
28
31
25
34
12
19
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
56
30
53
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
22
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

322
33
29
32
49
335
146
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
43
31
18
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
206
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Sandsuck
Chilhowee
Chilhowee
Chilhowee
Chilhowee
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Chilhowee
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Copper Ridge
Copper Ridge
Copper Ridge
Chilhowee
Chilhowee
Chilhowee
Chilhowee
Chilhowee
Chilhowee
Chilhowee
Chilhowee
Chilhowee
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Sandsuck
Chilhowee
Chilhowee
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
Athens Shale
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